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NEW-GENERATION

Reaches all the places your cellphone signal can’t.
The new-generation 2015 Outback.
It’s equipped for life’s authentic adventures. With 8.7 inches of ground clearance, retractable crossbars, and new
tie-downs, the Outback will take you and your gear just about anywhere. And X-MODE™ with Hill Descent Control will
reduce slip on any steep inclines you encounter along the way. Suddenly, getting to those distant trailheads will seem
remarkably easy. Getting a signal when you arrive? Not so much. Learn more at subaru.ca/OutbackAdventure

Well equipped
from

JAPANESE ENGINEERED VEHICLES STANDARD WITH
▲

models equipped
With eyesight®

27,995

$

*

X-MODE™: Equipped in CVT models only. ▲Ratings are awarded by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) (www.iihs.org). To qualify for 2014 TOP SAFETY PICK+, a vehicle must earn good ratings in the moderate
overlap front, side, roof strength and head restraint tests; a good or acceptable rating in the small overlap front test; and a basic, advanced or superior rating for front crash prevention. The 2014 TOP SAFETY PICK+ designation
applies only to 2015 Outback models equipped with optional EyeSight® technology. †Fuel consumption rating posted by Natural Resources Canada of 7.1 L/100 km (highway) is for a 2015 Subaru Outback 2.5i equipped with
continuously variable automatic transmission. Ratings reflect the Government of Canada’s new test methods. For details, visit nrcan.gc.ca. Your fuel consumption will vary depending on how, where and when you drive. *MSRP
of $27,995 on 2015 Outback 2.5i (FD1 BP). MSRP excludes Freight & PDI of $1,650. Taxes, license, registration and insurance are extra. $0 security deposit. Model shown is 2015 Outback 3.6R Limited Package (FD2 LP6) with an
MSRP of $38,895. Dealers may sell for less or may have to order or trade. Vehicle shown solely for purposes of illustration, and may not be equipped exactly as shown. See your local Subaru dealer for complete program details.

PERFORMANCE
ENHANCED DOWN.

PERFORMANCE

ENHANCED DOWN

columbia.com
columbia.com

Available at

THE COLUMBIA STORE
BLUE MOUNTAIN VILLAGE
705-443-5802

© 2014 Wolverine Outdoors, Inc.

OUT.HIKE.

Scramble up, sprint down, explore, discover. You are fast,
free and invincible. Push your limits with Verterra Sport GTX.
4mm drop. 10mm cushion.
merrell.com

Blue River, BC Canada

•

1.800.661.9170

•

reservations@wiegele.com

•

www.wiegele.com

Beyond the ordinary
is within reach.
EARLY BOOKING OFFER

Get the best deals of the season — guaranteed.
Beyond Whistler Blackcomb’s 8,100 acres of incredible and varied terrain, its mile-long vertical and its dedication
to grooming more terrain than anywhere else in North America, is an experience so unique that it’s hard
to measure. It’s about our abundant and reliable snow, our friendly and vibrant village, and a vibe that
encourages visitors to push their limits—whether it’s ticking off every run on the map or attempting to eat at every
award-winning restaurant in the Village.

P: Robin O’Neill

BOOK BY NOVEMBER 15 FOR THE BEST PRICE
Early Season 5 Night 4 Day Ski & Stay Package
from

$

99*

per person
per night

Fly to Vancouver - Air Deals †

SAVE 42% OFF
up
to

Kids ski, stay, rent and receive airport transfers FREE**

From

Base + Taxes & Fees

Total Return

N TORONTO (YYZ)

$422 + $117 taxes

$539 CAD

N OTTAWA (YOW)

$442 + $117 taxes

$559 CAD

N MONTREAL (YUL)

$441 + $128 taxes

$569 CAD

Visit whistlerblackcomb.com for details.

*

Starting from rates are quoted in CAD funds. Package rate is per person per night, valid Nov 27-Dec 19, 2014 based on 2 people sharing a studio. Taxes and fees are extra. Restrictions may apply. Offer is
subject to availability and may change without notice. Book by November 15, 2014. **Kids free: 1 free child (12 and under), per paying adult. Free child lift ticket, rental and airport transfers must be equivalent
to the paying adult. Blackout dates apply. Book by November 15, 2014. Other packages available throughout the winter season, please inquire for details. †Airfare: Rates shown are round-trip and includes
taxes and fees. Fares are subject to change at any time. Blackout dates: Dec 16, 2014 - Jan 8, 2015, Feb 28-Mar 15 and Apr 3-6. Fare must be booked by November 15, 2014 and travel completed by May 31, 2015.
Minimum, maximum stay, & advance purchase requirements in effect. All fares are 100% nonrefundable & fees will be collected for changes. These fares are only available when booked in conjunction with a
minimum of 3 nights accommodation. Space is limited and may not be available on all flights. Please inquire for details.

*

1.888.767.5841
whistlerblackcomb.com/bookearly

/

/

With 8 hours of battery life and double the heated
surface area, AltiHeat Technology™ keeps you toasty
in the coldest conditions.
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Your home.
It’s where you live.

Y
Huronia
Security & Monitoring
Fire & Safety
Home Theatre
Lock, Key & Safe

our home is where you and your family are secure. It’s the refuge. The
safe place. The comfort zone. And Huronia is dedicated to maintaining
that feeling. Not by being obvious, and making your home a fortress, but
by providing and monitoring the systems that keep you, your family, your
home... secure.
We provide the hardware, and the friendly voice, that you can depend on
in your community. And because we own the local monitoring station...
it really is Huronia you contact.
Call us today to talk security, for your home and family.

Safe. Secure. And Sound.

www.huroniaalarms.com

Collingwood 705-445-4444 • 800-504-3053

Midland 705-792-9311 • 888-363-9311
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#1401 Leather Lined
in Black with
two-tone sole

That’s all it takes.
Just one pair of Blundstone boots
will make you a fan for life.
No laces. All season.
Long wearing.
Go anywhere.
Spine and
joint sparing.
So comfortable
that – surprise!
You end up with two pairs.

See all the new
styles for Fall.
Find a dealer
near you at
blundstone.ca
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Life Media Inc. Views expressed herein are those of the author exclusively. To learn more about
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OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Mountain Life is printed on paper that is Forest Stewardship Council ® (FSC ®) certified. FSC ®
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For all your women’s
fashion, accessories
& jewellery needs

28 Bruce St S., Thornbury
519-599-3040

Leave Her Breathless.

SUP Lessons
Guided
Explorations
and more!

bruce peninsula
25 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, ON Tel: 519.599.2201
www.thediamondstudio.ca

info@fathomsup.ca
www.fathomsup.ca
call 226-923-1027
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NEDITORIAL

BIVY

A few years ago in a lonely tract of Bruce Peninsula forest, an unidentified
creature visited me in the night.
A couple of friends and I had hiked the Bruce Trail from Barrow Bay deep
into the Lion’s Head Nature Reserve to deserted MacKay’s Harbour
where we made camp. It was late in autumn, mid-week, and we saw nobody.
At MacKay’s Harbour there was nothing but forest, a rocky beach, and
the slate-coloured Bay, unsettled and frigid that time of year. After a
dinner of dal tadka heated over a driftwood fire we began to make preparations for the night, which was about to descend. As night approaches
in the wild I often find myself slightly frantic to ensure everything is in its
place – food sealed away in a barrel, tent and fly secured, flashlight at
the ready, water bottle filled. And this feeling is rooted in my childhood.

Sleeping in such a minimalist shelter serves to
strip away a few layers of human comfort and
mastery that usually isolate us from our natural
environment.
When at the age of 12 I began embarking on serious canoe trips in
northern Ontario with my father, I had trouble controlling my fear of
noises in the woods outside the tent. Invariably my father would be
asleep so I was effectively alone to face the rabid bear, bloodthirsty wolf,
or psychotic, axe-wielding trapper surely approaching to murder me just
for the hell of it. When I communicated this fear to my father he said,
“Instead of being afraid of the night, try to think of yourself as part of it.”
This was good advice but I still sometimes lie awake, hearing menace in
every snapping twig.
During the MacKay’s Harbour overnight, you could say that I became
more “part of the night” than usual. I was sleeping in a bivy sack. A
bivy – from the French bivouac: a temporary encampment – is a sleek,
form-fitting miniature tent with just enough space for one body and a
sleeping bag. Sleeping in a bivy is quite unlike sleeping in a tent. Even a
small tent feels like a room and lends a sense of home-like security; a bivy
GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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feels like a nylon coffin. Whatever its limitations, in a bivy I feel closer to
the night, though more vulnerable; you could burrow into a small pile of
leaves and feel about as protected. Sleeping in such a minimalist shelter
serves to strip away a few layers of human comfort and mastery that
usually isolate us from our natural environment.
We were camped on some flat ground in a cedar grove below a series
of thickly wooded escarpment ridges rising up steeply from the beach.
As soon as I settled into my bivy (and my friends into their tent about
10 metres away) I heard light, rapid footsteps near me. A moment later
something small and lithe jumped on my knees, and then kept running.
I shouted “Who’s there?” – a ridiculous utterance in hindsight, since it
certainly wouldn’t respond to questioning – which prompted my friends to
call over to ask if anything was wrong. “Sort of! Something’s here… and
it just jumped on me.” And then to reassure them, I said, “Don’t worry,
it’s small!” They laughed. Soon the animal returned, approaching my
head and emitting a strange guttural whirring sound. I shouted again to
try to scare it off and then unzipped the visor of the bivy, sat upright, and
shone my headlamp around. I saw nothing. As soon as I lay back down,
the creature skittered past my head again.
Gradually it dawned on me the creature was playing some kind of
madcap game. When one of my friends emerged from his tent wielding
his flashlight, he glimpsed something scurrying up the ridge behind my
bivy. He later told me that the creature appeared small and cat-like. A few
minutes later it jumped over me again. Finally I decided to move nearer
to my friends’ tent. Soon after I did that, it began to rain heavily. I never
heard from my visitor again.
Looking back on that night I feel certain that the animal, whatever it was,
saw me in my bivy as just another forest-embedded denizen, neither a
threat nor an ally – instead, a kind of plaything.
One insight I gained from being part of the night: the creatures we share
the wild with aren’t necessarily terrified of the heavy-footed incursions of
earth’s most dangerous predators. They like to mess with us sometimes.
–Ned Morgan, Editor

Born in the Canadian Coast Mountain wilderness,
Arc’teryx is built on the principle of obsessive,
precise design and production. Our in-house
manufacturing and design centres allow us to
evolve and build products the right way.

Some resorts are famous for their terrain. Aspen Snowmass is
famous for how our terrain makes you feel. It is a state of bliss
that you can’t simply package up and replicate.

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE NIGHT PROMOTIONS
Experience Matters. Yours and Ours. For more than 40 years, Frias has provided
vacationers with memorable Aspen getaways. We offer more than 200
condominiums, townhouses and private homes available all near downtown Aspen
and Aspen Mountain, and we are here season after season to make sure that your
next mountain adventure is unforgettable!

800-570-7716 | FRIASPROPERTIES.COM
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Algonquin Park Eco-Lodge

PHOTO COURTESY ALGONQUIN PARK ECO-LODGE.

The name says it all. Check out our visual tour of this off-grid sweet spot.

Cycle safer

PHOTO COURTESY BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORT.

ML bike columnist Noelle Wansbrough’s close call spurs a discussion of road sharing in a
region where cycling is on the upswing.

Joyride 150

PHOTO COURTESY JOYRIDE 150.

Markham’s 102,000 square-foot indoor bike park wows top riders and families alike.
Check out this visual guide.

Wave sharing

ALLISON KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.

An online guide to shoulder-season surfing on Ontario’s Great Lakes.

facebook.com/MountainLifeMedia
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Got Kids?

“Smuggs was an amazing family
resort. Everyone, from our toddler
and preschooler, right on up to
parents loved the place!”
— SKI Magazine Reader Survey Comment

1

#

1

#

Kid-Friendly Resort
in the East!

Overall Resort in
the Eastern U.S.

If you’ve got kids, we’ve got you covered for your Winter
holiday at Smugglers’ Notch Vermont! On and off the
slopes we’ve got programs and activities to make every
member of your family happy! Remember, a great family
vacation is only as successful as the least happy person!
At Smugglers’, we guarantee family fun!

Call our Vacation Planning Specialists today!

1.888.976.1180
or visit smuggs.com/mlm

UPFRONT

PARK RAT FINDS DREAM JOB!

From hanging around the terrain park to a
sweet job at Blue Mountain – that’s the story
of one graduate of Georgian College’s Snow
Resort Operations (SRO) program. And he’s
not alone. Many others have also found fulltime, year-round work at local ski clubs.
Aaron Harrison spent years snowboarding,
then coaching Blue Mountain Resort’s interclub freestyle team. He started instructing as
soon as he was old enough to get his certification. After high school, his grandparents insisted he continue on to postsecondary studies.

and support Blue’s 380 snowboard and ski
instructors. In the summer, he helps run the
resort’s mountain bike school, Segway tours,
high ropes courses and bag jumps.
“My favourite part is the freedom. I have a lot
of responsibility, but I make my own schedule,”
he explains. “Sometimes I snowboard around
the learning centre to make sure everything
is good and sometimes I’m in an office doing
staff scheduling. Either way, it doesn’t feel like
work.”

“I was reluctantly flipping through Georgian’s
program book and there it was – a program
that would allow me stay close to home,
make some money on my co-op terms and
keep doing something I loved,” he says.

Leah Publow, who graduated from SRO in
2012, agrees. A trainee lift mechanic at
Craigleith Ski Club, she loves her job and
feels right at home whether she’s servicing
grips, changing bushings or climbing up
towers to grease sheaves.

Ten years later, Aaron is the Assistant Manager of Snow School and Summer Programming
at Blue Mountain. In the winter, he helps train

“My dad is an aircraft mechanic and a hobby
auto mechanic – I’ve always worked on cars,”
she explains. “I’m the only woman on my
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team, but when I started, I basically adopted
a group of big brothers. It’s a lot of fun.”
Doug Butler, who graduated last year, helps
run Osler Bluff Ski Club’s snowmaking operations. In the summer he does everything from
tree trimming to lift audits, but he most enjoys
the technical side of producing great snow.
“I grew up skiing right here at Osler – my
parents put me in the racing program and I
spent a lot of my weekends on these runs,”
he says. “But I had no idea how much went
into snowmaking until I went to Georgian.
Osler has made a big investment in its system in the last few years – new pond, new
pump-house, new guns. Everyone knows
how important it is now to be able to start up
faster and to make more snow in whatever
windows of weather opportunity we get.”
– Mikaela Lefaive and Robert Butler

KNOW YOUR NOZZLE:
SNOWMAKING EXPLAINED
Atomize water by forcing it at high pressure through an orifice into cold
air and you get snow. Sound simple? The truth is, modern snowmaking
systems are complex, expensive – and indispensable to the operation of
an Eastern resort.
Firstly, nozzle size matters. “It’s one of the key factors for snowmaking
efficiency,” says Craigleith Ski Club GM Jeff Courtemanche. “If the nozzle
is too big, not enough of the particle freezes so you get wet snow; if the
particle is too small, too much of the water evaporates or drifts away in the
wind.”
Automation matters too. Snowmaking systems are now designed to start
up very quickly. “In the old days it could take four or five hours to get all
the guns set up and running,” Jeff says. “With our automated system we
can now start up in minutes.”
New snow guns also need less air. “Early snow gun designs needed as
many as 50 parts air to one part water. New high-efficiency snow gun
designs can make snow at warmer temperatures with much less air, in
some cases as little as .25 part air to one part water. The result is we can
make more snow, at less cost, and much more quickly than just a few
years ago.”

Nozzle Envy: the Techno Alpin T60 snow gun in action. PHOTO COURTESY TECHNOALPIN.COM.

PHOTO COURTESY BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORT.
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HERE IS ANOTHER REASON TO ENJOY THE SEASON

GET 10% OFF

Enter ML10OFF at Corbetts.com and get 10% off your purchase. Valid until December 26th, 2014

CORBETTSSKIANDSNOWBOARD

CORBETTS

CORBETTSNOW
AUSTIN ROSS BY ADAM CLARK
OAKVILLE STORE
120 SPEERS RD. OAKVILLE, ONTARIO
905-845-1561
WWW.CORBETTS.COM

UPFRONT

EASTERN & AWESOME
Superlative sous-bois. PHOTO COURTESY MONT SUTTON.

MONT SUTTON, BROMONT – THE LIST GOES ON – THE RESORTS OF QUEBEC’S
EASTERN TOWNSHIPS DELIVER SOUS-BOIS AND JOIE DE VIVRE
When we hop on the three-person chair with Luc Boulanger, there’s one
thing I can’t get over: he doesn’t lower the safety bar. Over his enthusiastic
ramblings about the property and the philosophy of Mont Sutton we pass
the first tower, then the second tower, and still he doesn’t pull it down.
Personally I like having the bar in my lap, but I’m just curious to see if
he’ll lower it. He doesn’t. Considering he’s the resort’s Director of
Operations, I’m blown away. And it’s one of the reasons that before I
even drop into our first run, I know I love Mount Sutton.
And then I watch Boulanger ski. He rips. We drop into steep gladed runs
and switch from one run to the next all the way down. He stops at every
intersection to make sure he doesn’t lose us in this labyrinth of forest. On
the next ride up, he lowers the safety bar. Pointing to a groomer as we
slowly pass above it he says, “look at that: it’s boring! I don’t want to ski
that, I want to dance with the mountain.”
And I love Sutton a little bit more.
A seven-hour drive from Toronto, the Eastern Townships are a welcome
escape from the daily grind. The new highway south of Montreal allows
you to skip the infamous traffic and head straight to the quaint villages
of the townships. And once there, joie de vivre is the phrase of the
day; from the beautiful, rolling landscape to the endless opportunities
for skiing and après, life is good here. Resorts like Mont Orford, Owl’s
Head and Mont-Bellevue all offer incredible skiing and snowboarding and
Bromont’s Sweetpass is a killer deal for Ontario residents: $195 for a full
year pass that allows you to ski the slopes, ride the mountain bike DH
trails and hit the waterpark in the summer months.
But it is Sutton that steals my heart. Luc Boulanger is the grandson
of Sutton’s original founder, Harold Boulanger. Luc’s father Réal had

a vision for the resort; he wanted to leave trees on the trails to protect
the mountain from erosion and the skiers from the wind. But mainly he
wanted people to feel the joy of skiing in the trees. And Luc has carried
on this tradition.
“I groom like you play the stockmarket,” he says on the next ride up the
chair (he lowers the bar again). “I don’t groom everything every day. To
do that will push the snow away. No, we carefully select which trails to
groom and which to leave for another day. Which means every day at
Sutton there will be at least three totally perfect runs.”
Voted the best tree skiing in Canada by numerous publications, after
lunch in the wood-paneled lodge, I see truly how magical this place
is. When we pick up our four-year-old son from daycare, he can’t stop
talking about the Enchanted Forest he’s been skiing. So he takes us
there. And when we follow him into the trail through the woods, we see
the teddy bears and stuffed animals that are hanging from branches
through this gladed run. Then we ski through a teepee that has stuffed
bats hanging from the ceiling. It is a run that immediately instills a love of
tree skiing into a person, no matter the age. And before we even get to
the bottom my son is yelling, “one more time!”
It is a request I can’t deny. Even seven runs later. But when the lifts close
for the day and my boy wants to go one more time, we have to shut it
down. And he cries. And I feel the same way about leaving this place.
–Colin Field
DIY
montsutton.com/en, skibromont.com/en, orford.com/ski/en/
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CLIMBERS CORNER: COLLINGWOOD’S
NEW INDOOR CLIMBING GYM
It’s no secret that the Blue Mountain and Bruce
Peninsula region has some of the best climbing spots
in the province. Places like Metcalfe Rock, Old Baldy,
and The Swamp draw people from throughout the
climbing community. And Lion’s Head draws people
from across the continent. Some crag-obsessed people even move to the area so they can climb limestone
whenever possible. But what about the winter?
Locally there are a few garages with home-built climbing walls, but there’s never been a proper place to
practice your crimps and sidepulls when the snow is
metres deep. Until now.
Terry Warren, a long time climber and gymnast,
owner of Head Over Heels (and now Climbers Corner)
has been planning this new indoor climbing gym in
Collingwood for a while.
“It was always part of the plan to build a climbing wall
once the gymnastics part was open,” says Warren.
“The original business plan was to open a climbing
wall in year four and that’s where I am.”
And in August of 2014 it all came to fruition. After a
month of construction, the climbing wall manufacturer Rockwerx completed the build. Costing close to
$100,000, the steel-framed wall is 25 feet high and 40
feet long. With 13 ropes hanging from the top of the
wall, there are about three climbs per rope with everything from beginner to advanced routes available.
And on a Thursday night in September, the place is
packed. All the heavy-hitters of the local climbing
community are here: Leslie Timms, Matt Code, and
Pamela Paylor all effortlessly make their way up each
route, while laughter and shouts of encouragement
echo throughout the building. And some beginners are
here too.
Warren plans to build a bouldering cave as soon as
budget and time allow. But until then, Warren has created a great outlet for the local climbing community.
The area is long overdue for a climbing gym. And so
far everyone is stoked on Warren’s efforts. “Everyone is
super pumped that there’s finally a wall here,” he says.
And if the amount of people here and the smiles on
their faces are any indication, this will be a hub of all
things climbing throughout the winter.
Open seven days a week, Climbers Corner offers kids’
classes, introduction to climbing courses, and tons
more.

climberscorner.ca
Pamela Paylor making it look easy. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.
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–Colin Field

www.thetackshoppe.com Like us on
705-445-4041
4174 County Rd 124, Nottawa, Ontario
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BIOPHILIAC

STEVE HILLEBRAND PHOTO, COURTESY US FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE.
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When it comes to one city’s re-wilding efforts, seeing is believing.
By Leslie Anthony
Near the end of March, 2013, with the cattails lying flat
and brown in forlorn mats, a handful of folks huddled on
the boardwalk that zigzags into Cootes Paradise Marsh and
trained their spotting scopes on the bald eagle nest crowning a sturdy white pine to the west. Someone thought they
saw the small grey head of a hatchling. When further scrutiny confirmed two eaglets in the nest, all hell broke loose.
What might constitute a serendipitous sighting elsewhere
was, for this cadre, cause for bona fide jubilation.
The broader context for celebration was significant: the first
bald eagles to have nested successfully on the Canadian
shore of Lake Ontario in over 50 years. More importantly
and more improbably, however, the birds had done so in the
most unlikely of places: Hamilton. Steeltown. The Hammer.
Longtime poster-child for the kind of industrial hubris and
chemical carelessness that vanquished the once-abundant
raptors to begin with.
Although most such offences have long since been regulated into history, a decades-long panorama of belching smokestacks and discharging pipes still engenders a knee-jerk
ranking of the city’s harbour with a tar-sands settling pond.
Though a bald eagle nest here was unheralded, it was also
deserved: a welcome semaphore for the nascent re-wilding
of an environment once declared all but dead—or at least
too toxic to support the kind of wildlife that might garner
such attention.
Like most high-value sightings in the birding community, this one spread like wildfire. There were days when a
scope-wielding phalanx of Tilley hats crowded the boardwalk
to its very edges. For Cootes Paradise, one of four nature
sanctuaries comprising the city’s historic Royal Botanical
Gardens, that circus was a now-realized mission statement, emblematic of a decade of concerted environmental
rehabilitation. For Tys Theysmeyer, Head of Natural Lands
at RBG, it was also a personal victory. “After ten years work
we’ve achieved a functioning marsh,” he states proudly. “It’s
producing fish, frogs, mollusks and plants the way it should.
When you build back basic bottom pieces like lower-foodchain fish, you attract upper pieces like eagles.”
As Tys also makes clear, however, you need “more than
snacks” to appease an apex avian predator. Large territories are required, with big trees to support nests that can
weigh a metric ton—neither easy to come by in an urbanized
landscape. Space, in fact, was the puzzle piece fortuitously
in place once the environment improved, a forethought embodied by the establishment of the Royal Botanical Gardens
back in the 1920s.
As chemical pollution in the marsh subsided and fish recovered in the new millennium, some birds returned faster than
others, causing other problems: the guano of dense flocks

of gulls and cormorants denuded entire roosting islands.
Biomass was up but it was still an ecosystem out of balance.
The arrival of kleptoparasitic (food-stealing) eagles, however,
brought these “weed” birds under control: nesting duos of
cormorants are down to 20. A single pair of natural predators has fundamentally changed the Cootes ecosystem.

“The eagle story has been remarkable,
amazing and a bit nerve-wracking.”
“Eagles were mythical when I was kid,” says Tys, a Hamilton
native. “You couldn’t even imagine seeing one. When I saw
the first ones here in 2004—two juveniles hacking at a carp
carcass—I thought ‘That’s incredible!’ But it wasn’t until the
first resident was identified in 2007 that we started to think
of possibilities. Then all of a sudden out of nowhere there’s
a pair.”
In 2009 those birds took an unsuccessful crack at nesting.
The spot they picked, however, was too isolated to manage
the inevitable tsunami of visitors. The solution was to send
climbers up a tree to build a loose frame of branches resembling a nest. “The eagles went, ‘Yup, we’ll take it,’” recalls
Tys. “In 2012 they occupied it and nothing happened. But
this year they were back, so we calculated incubation time
and went out to the boardwalk when it was up and… there
were eaglets.”
Elated but cautious, they decided that the best way to
manage the news was with proper publicity and signage
– and hope anyone who tried to skirt designated viewing
areas would be peer-regulated (they were). In addition, RBG
volunteers offered interpretation and education, with scopes
and binoculars for those without. After a 50-year absence it
was a triumphant return.
If it took bald eagles to bring the Royal Botanical Gardens
back to Hamiltonians’ attention, then the Cootes-to-Escarpment EcoPark System initiative currently underway to link
wild spaces across the region will help the public understand why this unique area was a nature reserve to begin
with, and that emblems like eagles are only the most obvious manifestation of a healing ecosystem. “The eagle story
has been remarkable, amazing and a bit nerve-wracking,”
Tys says flatly. “But there’s more. Now that there’s more
quality territory, Cootes has become a staging area for about
30,000 redwing blackbirds that fly out to surrounding farm
fields every morning to feed on bugs and then return every
night—that’s exciting, too.”
When it comes to re-wilding, sometimes you need eagle
eyes to see the bigger picture.
rbg.ca
cootestoescarpment.ca
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Custom built log home with 5 bed rooms, 3
bathrooms, 4,500 finished sq. ft. on 2 levels centrally
located in the Beaver Valley, on 50 acres with extensive
hiking and snow shoeing trails. The details are striking
with incredible radiant heated floors throughout,
reclaimed hemlock and pine flooring, expansive wrap
around deck with views of Lake Eugenia, saltwater
pool and professionally landscaped grounds.
MLS# 20143237

Wonderful thoughtful designs are not just an accident.
This beautiful detailed 3 bedroom home 5 minutes to
the Beaver valley ski club has it all, custom kitchen,
heated counter tops, main floor master, with slide
through to the laundry area, vaulted open concept
great room, circular Scarlet O’Hara themed stair case,
retro home theater, and much more. Don`t miss this
one! MLS# 373250089

A wonderful tucked away oasis on the outskirts of
Thornbury Ontario. This 4 bedroom 3 full bathrooms
set on just over one acre of land with all the upgrades
one needs. A generous kitchen with granite counters
and updated appliances, a large dining and living area
with a small office or den on the main floor. The 3
bedrooms are located on the second floor with a huge
master, ensuite and balcony. The lower level has a kids
zone bedroom and walk out. Don’t let this slip away...
Please check out the virtual tour. MLS® 371132005

BRENDAN THOMSON,
Sales Representative

Brendan Thomson Sales Representative

Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage
Cell: 705-606-1270
Direct
line mobile: 705-606-1270
Oﬃce:
705-445-5454
Offi
ce: 705-445-5454
www.brendanthomson.com
brendanthomson@chestnutpark.com
www.realestatethornbury.com
brendanthompson.com
Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage

393 First Street Collingwood
brendanthomson@chestnutpark.com
www.realestatethornbury.com
follow me: @btrealestate
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Brayden Barrett-Hay practicing a Superman. STEVE HAYES PHOTO, COURTESY JOYRIDE 150. BELOW: Drew Bezanson. DAVID SEETOH LANG PHOTO. COURTESY RED BULL CONTENT POOL.

JUMP FOR JOYRIDE 150
of the best BMX riders in the world, winning
Simpel Session and the Toronto Jam, and
podium-finishing at Red Bull Dirt Conquers, X
Games Austin and Dewtour Streetstyle.
Another regular, freeride mountain biker Brett
Rheeder, won the Colorado Freeride Festival,
City 8, and the Bearclaw Invitational, and took
second place at Crankworx Whistler and the
Red Bull District Ride.

By Colin Field
If you’re the two-wheel type that dreads snow,
you owe yourself a trip to Joyride 150. Hell, if
you like to ride a mountain bike of any kind, you
owe yourself a trip to Joyride 150. Even if it’s
just your kids who love bikes, you owe yourself
a trip to Joyride 150.
Since opening its doors in 2010, Markham,
Ontario’s Joyride has become a Mecca for
cyclists in the region. The 102,000 square-foot
indoor bike park is a tribute to all things bicycle
and a hub (pun intended) for province’s cycling
scene. And why wouldn’t it be? The place is
incredible.
With cross-country loops, a spinning studio,
pumptracks, a skatepark, jump lines, foam pits,
half-pipes, a picnic area and a retail store, the
place has it all. It hosts women’s weekends
and Red Bull athletes. Online, it has over 30
million web impressions. In a strange reversal of
roles, mountain bikers are actually moving from
British Columbia to Toronto so they can access
these facilities on a daily basis.
Inspired by a trip with his kids to Ray’s Bike
Park in Cleveland in 2008, co-owner Mark
Summers returned from that trip with a new
career in mind.

“We just threw together a business plan,” he
remembers. “A pretty in-depth business plan.
And it looked like the numbers could work.”
And Joyride was born.
“It was a moment of stupidity I guess. We went
for it.”
But it hasn’t been easy.
“It’s starting to work now. It was a pretty tough
struggle there to begin with. Do I have any
regrets? Depends on the day. For the most part,
no. Everybody’s happy that comes in here. So
many people grow into the sport through the
place.”
And those people are becoming the who’s who
of their sports, not only in Canada, but around
the world. Regular local Drew Bezanson is one

These guys are riding at Joyride daily throughout
the winter, with a bunch of talented fellow riders
who will blow your mind. And the atmosphere
at Joyride makes them totally approachable and
totally friendly. The building is a safe haven for
anyone who loves riding; it’s accommodating
and encouraging.
When you see Summers smile widely watching
a little kid on a run-bike get her first feeling of
cruising on two wheels you’ll realize that anyone
who loves to ride a bicycle should check this
place out.
DIY This fall look for changes to the intermediate jump lines and the big pump track. The
continuous improvements to all rider areas will
continue and plans are in the works for a new,
and bigger retail space. joyride150.com
And check mountainlifemag.ca for loads of
Joyride 150 footy.
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TRAVEL

ROLLING ROCK
A mountain bike tour of Newfoundland’s colossal terrain

Luke Nichols is getting married on the weekend; it’s the Wednesday
before the big day and he’s out for a bike ride in Tarr-bay (Torbay),
Newfoundland. His wife-to-be understands. After an hour of teetering
on a cliffside path, we follow the trail to the edge then brake abruptly:
a skyscraper column of rock is broken off from the mainland. “Are you
shitting” me? Newfoundland is more exotic than I remember.

In St. John’s, Luke and other members of the Avalon Mountain Bike
Association are eager to show me their gargeous (gorgeous) trails. “This
part is a bit snotty,” says Julie Holliday, a BC native who says Newfoundland
trails rival the West’s; navigating the rocks in Pippy Park – north of the
city – is precarious. Fog and drizzle don’t help. As a geologist, Holliday
explains that riding Newfoundland’s rocky post-glacial landscape is like
navigating through chopped nuts. Sure enough I slip and my calf lands
on the chain ring and splits open like a melon.

Born here – but moving away at three – I assumed the rest of the world
was more alluring, so I never got to know Newfoundland. To make
amends, last summer I drove an RV from St. John’s to L’Anse Aux
Meadows, riding as much as possible. Considering Newfoundland is
twice the size of England, a month wasn’t enough.

I nurse my wound over a 25,000-year-old glacier-water beer (Quidi Vidi
Brewery) in The Duke of Duckworth. This pub is a slice of Celtic ancestry,
with brass tap knobs, worn wooden tables and yellow lighting. St. John’s
is the second oldest British settlement in North America and you can feel
the stories and history in a place like this.

Eventually we emerge from a thick forest: the trees give way to a giant
white rock jutting out into the Atlantic. Aptly named Flatrock, it’s like
riding on the back of a whale and it would be easy to slip right off its tail
into the water.

The next day we head to the burbs of Shea Heights to ride to Fort
Amherst; I take pictures as my guide rolls down rock faces and hops
over crevasses. My turn: standing at the edge, I can’t clip into the pedal
because my leg is shaking. Newfoundland’s east coast riding boasts
more trials and stunts than most cross-country courses. But walking half

By Melanie Chambers
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Andreas Hestler near L’Anse aux Meadows – the oldest known European settlement site in North America. JORDAN MANLEY PHOTO.

of the trail doesn’t diminish my experience. Stopping at Fort Amherst,
built to protect the city in 1772, we’re almost eye level to Signal Hill, site
of the first trans-Atlantic wireless signal. Here, Newfoundland feels more
old-world-Europe than North America.

Park. Only 10 km, Stuckless is not overly technical but full of lakes and
moose: we frequently stop to take glossies (my Nan’s word for photographs).
Nearby, Trout Lake Pond is a bit more technical and tight. My bike slides
across a bridge and dumps me into a swamp.

Sliding the mucky bike into the RV, it’s time to leave the rock for some
dirt trails on the west coast: it’s seven hours to Corner Brook, the
second-largest city in Newfoundland (population 26,000). Before leaving
St. John’s, I have a feed of fried cod tongues and toutons – fried bread
dough smothered in globby molasses. Newfs loves der carbs.

We emerge from a thick forest: the trees give way
to a giant white rock jutting out into the Atlantic.
It’s like riding on the back of a whale and it would
be easy to slip right off its tail into the water.

After battery acid coffee at Brewed Awakening, next to Corner Brook’s
Cycle Solutions store, Jamie Harnum and I climb Marble Mountain, the
island’s only ski hill. My front tire can’t stay down because it’s so steep.
“Newfie switchbacks,” says Jamie.
I confess, I’m fixated on getting to Gros Morne National Park. As I drive
in, the windshield wipers are on full blast. Suddenly, a lightening bolt
strikes in front of the RV turning the sky white. Riding is cancelled.
Arriving at Woody Point, I park between Pete’s Convenience store and
a shed with a sign above the door: Reg’s Shed. A beer stein is etched
near the name. Inside, Reg, a big bellied local, and his cronies sit in lawn
chairs: “Come sit down my luv… drink?” The boys are slinging back Wild
Turkey in styrofoam cups.
The next day, feeling kilt, destroyed, flattened – local talk for hung over –
I ride with Jamie at Stuckless Pond, the official mountain bike trail of the

Minutes later, Jamie is down, then his girlfriend. The trail ends at a
rock bank that overlooks the Atlantic and tectonic upheaval: the earth’s
innards have belched out so the land is barren and yellow.
Looking for a change, the next day I hike the 807-metre Gros Morne
Mountain with a local fisherman. The scramble up the rock face is
precarious, but the plateau is overwhelming. Sipping a Quidi Vidi, I
survey the gaping fjord; it’s just as spectacular as any fjord in Norway.
And since I can’t understand half of what the fisherman says, it feels
like another country. “Jesus Murphy dis is some gargeous,” says the
fisherman who has lived here all his life but is only seeing Gros Morne
now. You said it my luv; it’s right some gargeous.
newfoundlandlabrador.com
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MOUNTAINHOME

THE STEALTH CABIN
This small-footprint family cottage salutes its natural landscape on a lake near Bracebridge

As its name suggests, superkül’s Stealth Cabin fits cunningly into its
surroundings.
Its owners were torn between wanting a trad log cabin and a modern
structure. To bridge this gap, Toronto-based architectural firm superkül
chose a sculptural wood form which adds aesthetic warmth in a cost-effective manner that capitalized on the skill of the local carpentry trades.
We spoke to Meg Graham, principal at superkül, about this low-impact
family cottage situated on a lake near Bracebridge, Ontario.
Mountain Life – Obviously, wood is the hallmark of this build. Any details you
can give us about it?
Meg Graham – The cabin is built out of untreated cedar boards, shakes
and shingles, with the intention that as it ages, it will grey-out and blend
into the trees. Nodding to the idea of a log cabin, the interior walls are
lined with FSC-certified cedar planks. The reclaimed wood dining table
offered some contrast while maintaining the nature theme.  

ML – Can you name any architectural influences, other than the basic cabin form?
MG – Stealth Cabin is the result of the meeting of two minds. It’s a marriage of the owners’ wish for the warmth of a log cabin, with contemporary lines and modern comforts. The architectural impetus came from our
clients – lovers of the outdoors and stewards of the environment. They
wanted to be sure that they were building sensitively. For three years prior
to this project the couple camped on the site to experience the amount
of sunlight and the wind patterns, and to appreciate their preferred views
and how to be protected from storm activity. We spent some time with
them on site too, discussing the right orientation to take advantage of
natural features – prevailing winds, views, sun, and existing topography.
The cottage’s low profile, material and colours were chosen so that it
would blend into its surroundings, nestling into the land and not dominating anyone’s view. We faceted the plan, to make the cabin appear
smaller, so it’s not one long expanse of wall. The form was inspired by
the shell of an overturned boat we found near the site. It was the perfect
impetus – a simple structure with a kind of formal efficiency.
Continued on p. 34

As the untreated cedar fades, the structure will continue to blend into its surroundings. SHAI GIL PHOTO/superkul.
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Uniquely Modern
Have you ever wondered how to build your dream home? Now thanks to Lindal you can turn
that wondering into planning.
Whether you are choosing from one of our time tested designs from our portfolio, personalizing
one of our homes with your own touches or taking advantage of full architectural services - we
have the design path to suit your needs.

Mountain Modern Homes is a division of STONE CUSTOM HOMES

10 Keith Ave Suite 101, Collingwood Ontario

888-325-2511

www.mtnmodern.com

SHAI GIL PHOTOS/superkul.

ML – How is the cabin heated/cooled?
MG – We used a high-efficiency wood burning fireplace and radiant heated
floors for a comfortable and pervasive warmth. We designed the plan with energy conservation in mind – the north half of the cabin can be closed off when not
in use, reducing heating loads. Skylights and big windows on all sides allow the
owners to invite natural light and breezes into the house.
ML – Any challenges or other notables you can comment on?
MG – Local by-laws stipulate that no trees of significant size can be taken down
within 100 feet of the shore. However the owners always intended to do better
than this. They wanted to remove as few trees as possible throughout the entire
property. So we shifted the cabin back and forth on paper to test its impact on
the trees and the landscape in general.
superkul.ca
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PRETTY RIVER VALLEY - $1,300,000
As previously featured in Mountain Life, this remarkable home sits
on 10 private acres that invite you to live your best life. Eco-friendly
home with 3700 sq ft of living space, pool, detached garage and the
ultimate studio getaway.
www.PrettyRiverRoad.com

PERFECTION CLEANING SERVICES
Green options available
at the owners request.
Contact Liberty by phone for a
free estimate 519 270 4082
or email: libweso@hotmail.com
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Whether your project is a custom home or cottage, or a renovation of an existing property, the Valleyview team will deliver
exceptional craftsmanship and superior results every time.

Valley View Construction is a proud member of the South Georgian Bay Builders and Trades Association

Contact us with any enquiries at 705 444 4869
progers@valleyviewconstruction.com

Landscapes with style

In house design build services, specializing in unique contemporary,
modern and rustic landscapes for Georgian Triangle’s finest homes.

705|888|6792
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tylerspeirsdesign.ca

SINGLE FAMILY
HOMES
from

$268900

Home should feel this good!
FALL

UPGRADE
PACKAGE*
FEATURING:
■ Selection of 83 Crescent homes
■ Fully detached homes
■ Choice of 3 exterior finishes
■ Oak staircases
■ 9’ ceilings on main floor
■ Close to amenities
* Speak with a Sales Representative for details. Offer valid until November 30, 2014. Prices and speciﬁcations subject to change without notice. E.& O. E.

For more information, call 1-866-775-0333 or visit GrandviewHomesNorth.com
Come see us at the corner of Poplar Sideroad and Clark just east of High St. in Collingwood.

PADDLING

ENDLESS
SUMMER
Meet the freewheeling guides-turned-pros of
the Canadian National Raft Team as they chase
standing waves from Petawawa to Hunan
By Carmen Kuntz

Digging in on New Zealand’s Kaituna River, November 2013. SIERRA STINSON PHOTO.
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“Wilderness. Maple syrup. Beavers!”
These undeniably Canadian things make up the cheer that the Canadian
National Raft team roars in unison before dropping into a waterfall on
the Kaituna River in New Zealand, marking the start of the 2014 World
Rafting Championships.
Brought together by the big water of the Ottawa River, the seven-member team that is dominating the Canadian rafting scene is made up of a
unique mix of personalities and paddling experience. From ponytails and
slalom canoeing to powerful pecs guiding raft trips in Nepal, these men
bring with them years of whitewater experience in multiple disciplines.
The common factor: they live and breathe paddling.
Continued on p.40

Collingwood’s newest and
onlY Indoor Climbing Gym
Drop-in or take a class for top rope climbing or bouldering.
We offer private or group classes for adults and children.
Our class package includes: all equipment, instruction and
day pass. Contact us to reserve a lesson today.

Open Monday to Friday 10-10
Saturday 10-9 & Sunday 10-6

705-445-0117

climberscorner.ca

95 Sandford Fleming
Collingwood
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PRECIOUS
PETAWAWA

Team members (L to R) en route to Sprint silver on NZ’s Kaituna River: Andy Hill, Jon Booren, Graham Ball, Bill Leslie, Tim Wintoniw,
Gywn Ashcroft, Lars Romeskie. SIERRA STINSON PHOTO.

Formally called the Petawawa Raft
Team, our national rafters’ name pays
homage to another central Ontario
river – and one of the Ottawa’s largest
tributaries – where the team frequently trains. The community of Petawawa
is battling hydroelectric development
that would destroy their downtown
whitewater playground and terminate
the section of river that hosts Hell
or High Water, the largest paddling
festival in Canada. With a lifestyle that
depends on free-flowing whitewater,
the team hopes that national recognition as well as their results on the
world stage will help bring awareness
to the threatened Petawawa River.
Find out how you can help at
ottawariverkeeper.ca

Their day starts with a training lap of the river, working on speed, endurance and isolating
specific race skills. The boys hit the water for a second time, escorting clients down some of
the biggest commercial whitewater in Canada as raft guides at River Run Rafting. After work you
can catch the team freestyle kayaking or canoeing on the world-renowned waves of the Ottawa.
To Ball, their routine makes sense. “It fits with my lifestyle – I’m on the water every day anyway!”
When your life revolves around whitewater, work feels like play.

Standing the raft up vertically (called an “ender”), the
Canadians purposely and gracefully flipped, firing all team
members into the water.
Chasing the warm weather from the waves of central Canada to the mountain rivers of New
Zealand, many of the team members work as raft guides in an endless summer. This gave them
an advantage when training for Worlds in New Zealand, as four of the seven members of the team
were already overseas. Beating out Brazil, the defending world champions, the Canadians earned
a silver medal in the Sprint – the first race of the competition. “To medal in the first race – against
the best in the world – was a really cool feeling,” says Ball. With a final standing of 10th out of the
22 best teams in the world, the Canadians were pleased with their results but hungry to improve.
Last spring, two Team Canada members were flown to China, sponsored by the Chinese Water
Sports Administration, and treated to the views, vistas and whitewater of the Hunan and Sichuan
provinces. “It was an opportunity not presented to many people,” says Andy Hill. The two
races were held on natural rivers modified to suit commercial rafting. Continuous, technical and
fast-moving water made each race challenging. Coming away with two silver medals, the
Canadians once again proved they have what it takes to compete internationally.
After completing the Sprint race on the Kaituna River at the World Championships, most teams
paddled to shore. The Canadian team paddled back into a hydraulic hole all other teams were
avoiding. Standing the raft up vertically (called an “ender”), the Canadians purposely and gracefully flipped, firing all team members into the water. This was a crowd pleaser but also a perfect
demonstration of the attitude and passion of this team. They love whitewater rafting and are
happiest when the lines between work, training and play are blurred.
petawawaraftteam.ca
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WWW.BLUEYOGA.CA

collective since 2006

Sept. 2014 - June 2015 Schedule
MONDAYS
9:00 - 10:15 am
Hatha Yoga with Keri Saley
St George’s Anglican Church, Clarksburg
7:15 - 8:30 pm
Hot Buddha Flow with Leah Hagreen
Buddha Rider, Collingwood

WEDNESDAYS
10:30 - 11:45 am
Gentle Stretch with Leah Hagreen
Buddha Rider, Collingwood
6:30 - 7:45 pm
Intermediate Hatha Yoga with Lise Garrette
Ravenna Hall, Ravenna (no classes the week of Oct. 27 and Nov. 3)

THURSDAYS
6:30 - 7:45 pm
Intermediate Hatha Yoga with Lise Garrette
Ravenna Hall, Ravenna

WWW.BLUEYOGA.CA
KERI@BLUEYOGA.CA

705 443 1975
drop-ins welcome
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WELLNESS

RIGHTEOUS ROOTS
Three botanicals to bolster your wilderness first-aid kit
By Dr. Ian D.D. Brown
When trekking into the wild, knowledge of first-aid
and of the local terrain is always helpful.
I am reminded of a story from a doctor friend
of mine who set out trekking in the remote
Amazon. He had a team of scientists with him
to help collect plants from the jungle. After a
few hours of collecting it became very hot, and
members of the party decided to find a place
to sit down under a canopy of trees. After
resting for a couple of minutes the botanist in
the group jumped to his feet and exclaimed
“something bit me!” Immediately everyone
began looking around for offending creatures,
but found nothing. The botanist described the
pain as unbearable. The group asked their local

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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Native guide for an explanation to the event.
The only thing he said was “Mwe” – the word
for spider.
Very quickly the botanist fell ill. He became
dizzy and dropped to his knees. Delirium set
in and he begged for water and crawled into a
nearby stream. He then experienced nausea
and later dry-heaves. The once-strong botanist
was reduced to sobbing from the excruciating
pain which seemed to affect every joint in his
body (though the only visible evidence of the
bite was two pinpoints on his ankle).
The scientists’ first aid kit offered no remedy for
the botanist. As his condition quickly deteriorated,
they tried to determine the best course of action.
Should they move him? How far was the closest

town? Should they leave him and try to seek
help? Everyone was terrified and felt helpless.
Soon they felt a presence, and looked up to
see a medicine man (also known as a shaman)
on the stream bank. He was carefully surveying
the scene with calm, knowing eyes. Earlier the
trip organizers had hired him to teach them the
indigenous names of the plants they were collecting, never thinking they would need him for
his emergency medical expertise. They asked
the shaman if their ailing colleague would die.
He grunted as he pointed to the botanist and
said, “Not going to die. Just going to suffer, but
not die.”
They all begged the shaman for help.

“Could you please help our friend?” “Yes,”
replied the shaman as he walked towards them.
“Give me your machete.”

“Could you please help our friend?” “Yes,” replied the shaman as he
walked towards them. “Give me your machete.” They quickly produced a
machete, which the shaman snatched. Then he walked off into the forest.

Photo : Olivier Croteau

SKI TO YOUR DOOR

THE ONLY CHALET COMPLEX IN FRONT OF THE GONDOLA

Ultimate comfort
• Luxury townhomes
• Fireplace • Free wifi
• Fully equipped

MC

He returned a few minutes later with two metres of a dull brown liana
stem from the Philodendron family. He walked into the stream, turned the
botanist onto his back, sliced the liana sap and proceeded to drip the sap
onto the bite marks on the man’s ankle.
It was not long before the botanist felt well enough to sit up. His dizziness
and nausea started to diminish and within a half-hour he was able to walk
back to camp.
This story illustrates the tremendous power of healing, given the correct
botanicals and treatments for the ailment. And anyone can take advantage
of the ancient knowledge of botanicals to supplement their basic first-aid
kit for a camping trip, trek down the local path, or jungle jaunt.

1 80 0 463 - 4395 | CHMSA.COM

3 BOTANICALS FOR YOUR TRAVEL KIT:
1) Arnica cream or gel is appreciated by both athletes and trekkers. It is
used for sore muscles and aching joints. Parents love it for their children’s
bumps and bruises. It eases bruise reabsorption and inflammatory edema
caused by any falls or blunt-force injuries on the trails. Most tubes have
an easy application, and should have at least 7 percent Arnica montana
mother tincture. Apply a thin layer on the affected area as soon as possible
to treat muscle pain, bumps, and bruises.
2) Calendula gel is another remedy to complement your first aid kit. Used
for many centuries, one of its original names was Sponsa solis (“spouse
of the sun”) because the calendula flower heads follow the sun as it
moves throughout the day. It is primarily indicated for minor cuts, scrapes
and skin irritations (windburn, sunburn, and even cracked heels) because
of its antiseptic qualities. It’s also used as an anti-inflammatory. Cleanse
affected area before applying cream. Find a tube with at least 7 percent
Calendula officianalis mother tincture in it.
3) Ginseng (Panax ginseng) is one of the most valued medicinal plants.
A key component in traditional Chinese medicine for thousands of years,
the root is now widely consumed in the West. Ginseng provides energy on
the trails and is above all a tonic to revitalize the functioning of the human
organism as a whole. Numerous clinical trials show that it can improve
athletic performance and wellbeing, along with many other helpful
effects. A native North American variety, Panax quinquefolius, grows wild
in Ontario and BC woodlands and is widely cultivated in these provinces
as well.
Enjoy your trek into the wild whether it is long or short and if you can’t
hire a shaman to accompany you, a ginseng tonic and a first-aid kit will
have to do.
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ENVIRO

FORCE OF NATURE
With its own micro-hydro plant, the off-grid Algonquin
Eco-Lodge offers mighty comforts within wilderness
surroundings – and no wireless

By Dan Rubinstein
I encountered both an irresistible force and an
unmovable object at the Algonquin Eco-Lodge,
a hike-in wilderness resort a whisker outside
the southern leg of the eponymous provincial
park. The force was water, which not only
shaped the rolling landscape and lily-dotted
lakes of the Hastings Highlands, but is also
used by proprietor Robin Banerjee to power
the only micro-hydro generator of its kind in
Ontario. The object was a canoe, too heavy for
me to raise off the ground, let alone hoist above
my shoulders on a portage. Fortunately, the
lodge supplied a set of wheels, and after my
daughters helped me lift the canoe and roll the
rubber underneath, we were on our way.
The hydroelectric system and daytrip possibilities are two of the many unique features at
the 60-year-old lodge, which has undergone
extensive upgrades since Banerjee bought
the property in 2002. When he started staying
there in the 1990s with clients he was guiding
on cross-country skiing and dogsledding trips
through his outfitting company, Call Of The
Wild, the propane lights were dim and the only
heat came from burning wood. To fire up the
lakeside hot tub, somebody had to feed a log
into the stove every 20 minutes for eight hours.
Banerjee, a structural engineer who was working
on Walmarts in the Greater Toronto Area, saw
the potential. Today, thanks to an old dam built
by loggers and turbines inside run-of-river
pipes that drop 60 feet, there are at least four
kilowatts of continuous power — enough to run
the water heater, lights and baseboards inside
the lodge, and to keep that hot tub steaming.
“This setup has transformed us from the Flintstones to the Jetsons,” says Banerjee. “We’re a
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Thanks to an old dam built by loggers and turbines inside run-of-river
pipes that drop 60 feet, there are at least four kilowatts of continuous
power — enough to run the water heater, lights and baseboards inside
the lodge, and to keep that hot tub steaming. “This setup has transformed
us from the Flintstones to the Jetsons,” says Banerjee.

place for people who want to experience nature
but don’t want to rough it.”

corridor, you’ll see more animals than people
out here.

To reach the lodge, a three-hour drive northeast from Toronto, or three hours west from
Ottawa, you must walk (or ski, or snowshoe)
two and a half kilometres from the parking lot,
with an optional luggage-shuttle service to
lighten your load. The hearty homemade meals
that come with a room mean you don’t have
to worry about packing in food, though it is a
BYOB facility, complete with a creek for chilling
your beer. There is no television, nor cellphone
reception. Instead of staring at screens, guests,
half of whom come from Europe, mingle over
board games. “It’s a digital detox,” says Banerjee.

After spending the morning flitting between the
pond, the hot tub and the hammocks sprinkled
along the shore, my daughters and I set off for
High Falls. A short walk brought us to South
Little Mink Lake, where several canoes were
waiting. We crossed the lake and completed
the aforementioned portage before sliding the
boat into the York River. The water was calm
as we paddled upstream. An otter dove into its
den; a pileated woodpecker pecked. When we
reached a jumble of rocks at the base of a set
of rapids, we followed a footpath to the waterfall
and jumped into a deep pool to cool off. Sitting
on a flat granite outcrop for a sunny picnic,
watching the whitewater cascade down a series
of chutes, it struck me that on this particular
afternoon at least, the irresistible force of
nature trumped all.

Once settled in the cozy and comfortable main
building, or one of the two units that front
Moffat Pond, you are granted easy access to all
the thrills and serenity of the Algonquin backcountry, without the planning and provisioning
required for a multi-day expedition. Moose walk
past the fire pit, members of the resident wolf
pack can be spotted on the far side of the 30acre private lake, and herons glide overhead.
There are more than 40 kilometres of trails for
hiking or mountain biking, and, in winter, for
XC skiing. A world away from the Highway 60

The Algonquin Eco-Lodge is open from early
May until late October, for a week during the
Christmas holidays, and from late January
until late March. For video and more photos of
Algonquin Eco-Lodge, hit mountainlifemag.ca.

Low-impact lodge – high-impact view of Moffat Pond. PHOTO COURTESY ALGONQUIN ECO-LODGE.
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Simcoe County
the outdoors in

experience.simcoe.ca

Connect
and Share
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#WINTERWARRIOR

89

$

†

Double Down

Two Day/Night lift tickets
valid anytime

BlueMountain.ca

We live for the winter days when waking up to the sound of snow plows on
the streets is a good thing. Don’t think twice next time we get a snow day;
head for the hills with a Double Down in hand and save on your lift tickets.
Double Down available until December 18, 2014.
Maximum of two Double Down per customer. Regular Day/Night lift ticket is $74 +HST.
Details at bluemountain.ca/winterwarrior

†

866-367-1118

EAT

seasonally focused menu

DRINK

globally inspired, hand crafted beer

UNWIND

kick-back and relax

VISIT OUR BOTTLE SHOP
AND TAKE OUR BEERS HOME !
499 First St. (HWY 26)
northwindsbrewhouse.com
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FOOD&DRINK

SOLO MISSION

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.VINESOFMENDOZA.COM.

Thornbury restaurateurs look to the ideal climate and soil of Argentina
to cultivate their high-scoring Solo Contigo series of wines
By Nicola Ross
Few things in life are as sexy as wine. Oenophiles – people who love the
alcoholic beverage derived from grapes – often dream of owning their
own vineyard, of spending their days tending to their vines and their
evenings sitting around a rustic wooden table under an arbour as they
sample the fortified nectar of their labour with friends.
While the dream remains just that for most people, it is a reality for
Thornbury, Ontario residents Noel and Terry Neelands, owners of The
Mill Cafe and Sisi Trattoria. The couple’s dream began while they were
vacationing in Argentina. The outcome, as anyone who has tried their
line of Solo Contigo wines knows, can make an oenophile swoon. The
Neelands’ 2010 Malbec Reserva and their Malbec Coleccion scored
resounding 92s with Wine Enthusiast magazine, making them wines of
“exceptional quality.” Similarly, Robert Parker’s Wine Advocates awarded
90 points to their 2010 Coleccion Series. This is not Baby Duck and the
Neelands are not toiling in Ontario’s harsh climate hoping to produce an
acceptable vintage.
“We want to make the best wine possible,” says Noel. His dream is to
score a perfect 100 from wine critics, and he believes his 2013 Reserva will
bring him a step closer to his lofty goal by reaping a 94. Such success
is the result of a combination of factors including the Neelands’ decision
to make wine in an area argentinawineguide.com describes as “ideal for

growing grapes with ripe, intense fruit characteristics and good acidity
levels.” Mendoza Province in central Argentina consists of a series of
valleys at the foot of the highest of the Andes mountains. It is hot and dry
(the sun shines for more than 300 days per year) with an ancient irrigation
system that waters the rocky volcanic terrain. In turn, the soil imparts
Mendoza’s grapes with that sought-after and unpredictable terroir.
The Neelands’ success is not a fleeting affair. After a serendipitous
rendezvous with the owners of The Vines of Mendoza, a wine-tasting
bar in the city of Mendoza (Argentina’s version of San Francisco), they
invested in a unique project. Almost 10 years in the making, it boasts
a newly opened swank resort and restaurant, recently named to Condé
Nast’s 2014 Hot List of the 33 best hotels in the world. Its Siete Fuegos
(Seven Fires) restaurant operates under the guidance of the internationally
acclaimed chef Francis Mallmann. Surrounding the starkly clean lines of
the modern flat-topped buildings (there are 22 villas as well as the restaurant,
reception area, swimming pool and spa) are 1500 acres of grape vines.
The land is divided into one-acre private micro-vineyards cared for by
some of Argentina’s most talented agronomists.
“You can’t make good wine from bad grapes,” explains Mariana Onofri,
The Vines’ wine director who works under the direction of head winemaker
Pablo Martorell and consulting winemaker Santiago Achavel. Producing
Continued on p. 53
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Thai Fusion
Thai with subtle layers of taste
and incredibly delicate flavours.
“One of the best restaurants in Barrie” — Toronto Star
Readers’ Choice Award – Voted Best Thai Restaurant in Barrie

TWO LOCATIONS • CALL FOR TAKEOUT

COLLINGWOOD
115 First Street • 443-8809

Now offering fresh gluten-free,
dairy-free & egg-free bread & buns

BARRIE
75 Barrieview Drive • 719-7888

Rock Climbing Adventures & Courses
for All Ages and Skills Levels

Breakfast - Lunch
Homemade Breads & Pastries Daily
Decadent Cakes & Desserts
Gluten-free bread, buns and desserts
Special Occasion Cakes
Meals-to-Go
Catering- 2 to 250
Espresso - Cappuccino - Latte - Americano

12 BRUCE STREET IN THORNBURY (519) 599-3311

WWW.THORNBURYBAKERYCAFE.COM
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www.ontherocksclimbing.com 705 888 TRAD

ALEX STRACHAN PHOTO.

90,000 bottles of wine in 2014, the Neelands are the largest producers
of the more than 135 micro-vineyard owners in the development. With the
assistance of The Vines’ experts, the Neelands and others are turning
out fine Malbec, Cab Franc, Syrah, Sauvignon Blanc and even Pinot
Noir wines. Each vineyard owner goes through an exhaustive process of
tasting to determine what grapes or combination of grapes will give them
the signature wines they desire. Then the waiting begins – it takes at
least two years until the new vines reach the level of maturity needed to
harvest.
The Neelands tended toward Malbec in the past because it is perfectly
suited to Mendoza’s climate. Their success with Argentina’s tried and
true grape has made them more adventuresome. “It’s impossible to sell
expensive wine when you first start,” explains Noel. But now that Solo
Contigo has a track record, the couple is taking some risks. “We are
working on my new TEN wine,” says Terry, whose initials are T.E.N. “It
is pure Syrah because I love it.” But this is no ordinary Syrah. Terry’s
signature wine was stored in new oak barrels for a year, then transferred
to new oak barrels for a second year. Then it will be put aside in bottles
for a final year. All of this time spent in storage, particularly in expensive
oak barrels, adds up. “This wine will retail for $250,” says Terry.

This is not Baby Duck and the Neelands are
not toiling in Ontario’s harsh climate hoping to
produce an acceptable vintage.
Mariana says, “One of the most important reasons for The Vines’s
success is people [like the Neelands] who are passionate about wine
and really want to learn.” If your dream is to make wine that your friends
will to clamour to receive, you could join the Neelands and others who
don’t just label their own wine, but also participate in growing the vines,
harvesting the grapes and customizing the wine to meet their individual
tastes – often while sitting with friends around a rustic wooden table on
a summer evening in February as the sun sets behind the snow-capped
Andes.
Check out Solo Contigo wines at solocontigowine.com. To try the Neelands’ wine, drop by The Mill Cafe or Sisi Trattoria in Thornbury. Solo
Contigo wines will soon be available by the glass and by the bottle at
Soho House hotels in Toronto and elsewhere.
Raised on southern Ontario’s Niagara Escarpment in Toronto’s urban
shadow, Nicola Ross developed a keen sense of place at an early age.
She studied biology at the University of Guelph but soon discovered that
a pen was her tool of choice in the environmental battles that appeared
as she lived and worked in different parts of Canada and the world. The
award-winning author five books, Ross has published articles in The
Walrus, The Globe and Mail, explore and more.
PHOTO COURTESY WWW.VINESOFMENDOZA.COM.
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SCENIC CAVES Superbly Natural!

NORDIC
CENTRE
sceniccaves.com
THE SCENIC CAVES NORDIC CENTRE RESTS AMID
A 200 YEAR OLD HARDWOOD FOREST ON THE
TOP OF BLUE MOUNTAIN, NEAR COLLINGWOOD

2015

5
February 7, 201

THE NORDIC CENTRE WELCOMES THE WHOLE FAMILY
• Fully Groomed Cross-Country Classic and Skate Ski Trails
• Snowshoe Trails and Guided Night Snowshoe Hikes
• 420 ft. Suspension Bridge • Warming Hut • Full Rentals
• Hot Food / Beverages • Season Passes • Gift Certificates
• Lessons • Fabulous Panoramic Views from Mountain Top
Lookouts • High-Altitude Snow Conditions all Season
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SEASON PASS

260 Scenic Caves Road...near Collingwood • 705 446-0256, ext 223

INNOVATION

Ontario-grown hemp is poised to be the supercrop of the future

By Jason Finestone
As the Harper government continues to tighten cannabis
laws in Canada there exists a viable, versatile and
profitable industry surrounding this controversial plant –
hemp, a non-psychoactive variety of Cannabis sativa.
Hemp was widely propagated in North America beginning
in the early 17th century. US founding fathers Thomas
Jefferson and George Washington were both hemp growers.
(Jefferson drafted the Declaration of Independence on
hemp paper.) Henry Ford used hemp in the building of a
bio-plastic prototype car in 1941. “Don’t forget the motor
car business is just one of the industries that can find
new uses for plastics,” said Ford in The New York Times,
“made from what’s grown in the land.” In 19th century
Canada, the King of England offered free land – and free
hemp seed – to encourage prospective immigrants to
grow this multipurpose crop.

“The association with marijuana
translates into unnecessary red tape
for hemp farmers.”
A volatile history surrounds the prohibition and legalization
of industrial hemp in Canada, culminating in a lifting of
the production ban in 1998. That same year Manitoba
Harvest – the largest vertically integrated hemp food
manufacturer in the world – went into business. Purity
Hemp’s Joanne Kennedy also sowed her first seeds
in 1998 on her farm near Peterborough, Ontario. Her
400-acre operation makes her the largest hemp grower
in the province. She’s the primary supplier for High
On Health, a rapidly expanding retailer, manufacturer,
and distributor of hemp products based in Collingwood,
Ontario.
“Besides the industrial implications, there are so many
healing properties from the hemp seed and the hemp
oil,” explains High on Health founder Judy Garbutt.
“The seed itself is a complete and balanced food
source. You could live on hemp seed alone.”
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High on Health incorporated in 2011 and opened a
storefront in Collingwood a year later. The company
produces and sells everything from food products for
people, pets and horses, to hemp cosmetics, garments,
jewellery, backpacks, and cleaning products. New
franchises will open in Barrie and Port Perry this fall.
Hemp consumption is on the rise. Garbutt estimates
that the consumption of Ontario-grown hemp has increased at least fourfold in each of the last three years.
Hemp seed is widely considered a superfood; the small
grains contain both essential fatty acids (EFAs), including
all 20 essential amino acids. It’s packed with omega 3,
6, 7 and 9 (which complements its protein content) and
also contains iron, zinc, magnesium, phytonutrients and
fibre.
Though hemp farming is still highly regulated by Health
Canada, the distinction between the tall fibrous stalks
of industrial hemp versus the stout, pollinated THC-producing marijuana plants has become more widely
recognized.
“I think most Canadians now know the difference between
hemp and marijuana, and that it is not threatening,”
contends Adam Greenblatt, Executive Director at the
Medical Cannabis Access Society. “However, from the
government’s perspective, the association with marijuana
translates into unnecessary red tape for hemp farmers.”
Hemp’s use as a biofuel source (ethanol), building
product (hempcrete and insulation) and sustainable
raw material position it as a future leader in Canadian
agriculture. But full integration will take time, according
to Kennedy.
“Hemp is an excellent local food source,” Kennedy explains. “It requires no pesticides or herbicides, it’s very
resilient and it’s a more productive crop than corn or
soybean. Most farmers don’t even recognize this.”
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James Carrick surfing Georgian Bay near Owen Sound. ALLISON KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.
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Not so
Locals
Only

Ontario’s James Carrick surfs Great
Lakes barrels and dodges baditudes
By Colin Field

Finding James Carrick isn’t difficult.
Especially if there are waves on Lake Huron or
Georgian Bay. And if there are waves, he’ll let you
know on the Great Lake Surfers Facebook page
where he’ll be (unless he’s surfing the Envy break).
And once you’re there he’s easy to spot; the 36-yearold Owen Sound native will be at the front of the
lineup with a GoPro on the front of his board. Once
he drops in, he’s unmistakable: his wide stance and
low centre of gravity are solid and fluid. And he’ll
milk every single possible turn out of that wave.
In a sport where breaks are guarded like bank
account PINs, Carrick is ready to share all the info
with just about anyone. And he makes no apologies
for it.
Mountain Life: So how did you get into surfing?
James Carrick: A good friend of mine, Todd
Fetter, was the first person to toss a surfboard in
my hands and say “give it a go.” That was 16 years
ago at Sauble. I didn’t even catch a wave that day. I
almost gave myself a heart attack trying, but I was
totally hooked for life. I surfed Sauble for two years
before I ever surfed on the ocean. I had no idea
there were other surfers on the lakes, or as many as
there are.
ML: How did you get so good?
JC: I’ve been to Australia twice. The first time I
was there I was 23, and spent ten months there.
My surfing really improved. I surfed a place called
Byron Bay and it was a beach break that always
barrelled. After two months I finally popped out of
one. Definitely surfing in Australia taught me to get
better, because you can do it every day.
Continued
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James Carrick. “I like seeing other people surf. On a broader aspect I’ve met so many people out in the water that stand behind my views of sharing waves and the sport.” ALLISON KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.
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“I surfed both coasts of Canada.
Then I did a trip from Whistler to
the Mexican border, surfing
whenever possible. I’ve surfed in
Indonesia, and the entire east and
south coast of Australia. The only
reason I travel is to go and surf
waves.”

Carrick on his home wave. ALLISON KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.

ML: Where else have you surfed?
JC: I’ve surfed both coasts of Canada, so Halifax
and Vancouver Island. Then I did a trip from
Whistler to the Mexican border, surfing whenever
possible. I’ve surfed in Indonesia, and the entire
east and south coast of Australia. The only reason I
travel is to go and surf waves.
ML: Why stay in Owen Sound?
JC: I get asked that a lot. My family’s here. We’re
super close and I really like what I do as far as getting
people to surf and teaching kids and adults how
to surf on the Great Lakes. It’s something I really
like being a part of. I like teaching it and sharing it.
That’s what will always keep me coming back.
ML: Where do you teach surfing?
JC: Through a collaboration between the Cabana
Beach House and my website Great Lakes Surfers.
They take care of the boards and the insurance,
then I do lessons and try to draw people through my
website and Facebook. I’m the only one that teaches

surfing on Lake Huron and I’ll teach right until end
of October.
ML: So guys were pulling people’s leashes and
cutting in on waves the other day at Envy. They
were giving you grief for surfing with a GoPro.
Basically, I guess they’re trying to keep their
spot secret. What do you think about that?
JC: I couldn’t believe it. I couldn’t believe how bad
they were vibing us. All those guys have sent me hate
mail and stuff like that. And I say, “Look, you’re a
small group of people. I don’t care what you think
of me. I’m not going to stop inviting my friends to
surf or teaching surfing, so suck it up.”
I’m totally into sharing waves. I like seeing other
people surf. On a broader aspect I’ve met so many
people out in the water that stand behind my views
of sharing waves and the sport.
Calling it Envy is kind of my compromise, but at the
same time, I like the name, because it’s kind of a jab
at them. They’re not even from there. They’re from

the city. Them trying to play local is stupid to me.
I love seeing more surfers in the water.
ML: Does it ever get too cold for you?
JC: As soon as the ice starts coming in. I’ve
buggered my body up in snowboarding and other
things, so my body cramps up when I get too cold.
I’ve got a winter suit, so I try and last, but once it’s
minus double digits, I just can’t handle it. It’s not
enjoyable to me.
ML: And then you go somewhere warmer?
JC: I’m hoping to go to Australia and hopefully stay
with some friends this winter. I want to get qualified,
get the actual ticket to teach surfing and stand-up
paddleboarding, then start applying to resorts. I’ve
applied before, but they won’t take me seriously
because they’re like, “Where do you surf ?”
Continued on p. 63
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James Carrick hanging out in his aloha-mobile at Sauble Beach. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

Wave Sharer
In most places, surfers wish for an endless summer to prolong their epic
season. But for Ontario’s Great Lakes surfers, the surf season really starts
to heat up as soon as summer gives way to fall. With higher winds come
bigger waves and as the water stays relatively warm in the autumn months,
the conditions are perfect for surfing the big lakes.
In recent years, surfers have started to come out of the woodwork in
several Great Lakes communities. If you know the winds and you know the
spots, you’ll start to see these neoprene warriors lining up for a rare barrel.
While Lake Huron’s Kincardine has been receiving the most press as a
destination, surfers are taking to the waters in Sauble Beach, Owen Sound,
Meaford, Wasaga Beach, Manitoulin Island, and further south on Lake
Ontario and Lake Erie.

They’re a welcoming bunch but I’ll be damned if I’m going to be the one
who gives you directions to their secret breaks. Your best bet is to join
James Carrick’s Great Lakes Surfers Facebook page or head over to the
forum on The Fresh Coast website at freshcoastsurf.net. In both spots, keep
your eyes peeled for updates on your local break. Introduce yourself and
ask for help. Stop that car you see that’s loaded with longboards and ask
them where they’re headed.
Hit mountainlifemag.ca for your online guide to Great Lakes breaks.
–Allison Kennedy Davies
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live your

powder

dream

Welcome to beautiful Revelstoke, BC; the Heli Skiing Capital of the World.

1.800.663.7080 • selkirk-tangiers.com
John Antoniuk

Located mountainside at Blue Mountain Resort
Eira - Burton - Spy - Rome - Electric - Salomon - Liberty
705.443.5801 | bluemountain.ca

Cavan Kimble Dykeman gets the full effect. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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Glades of

Glory

Lake-effect powder and a minus 20 winter open new terrain at Blue
Mountain. We talk to President and COO Dan Skelton about it.
By Glen Harris
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PARK THE CAR, RELAX AND WALK TO EVERYTHING
Parking is FREE throughout downtown every weekend, holidays and after
6 pm on weekdays

Start your experience at www.collingwooddowntown.com

There’s only one ORIGINAL
Ever since the days of the old Ski Barn,
there has been one place where
Blue Mountain locals come together — Jozo's.
When you’re done on the slopes, head into Jozo's
for daily specials, live bands, big screens
and the best prices on Resort!
www.jozos.ca
© 2013 Dave West Photography
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705-443-5508

Mountain Life: What did you think of
last season’s lake-effect powder and
cold temperatures?
Dan Skelton: I am a huge fan of lake-effect
powder. Huge fan! Cold temperatures? I could take ‘em or
leave ‘em. Last year, by my measure and considering the number of operating
hours below -10˚C, it was the coldest winter in the last 50 years. That said, I still
managed 20 days and definitely found some pow.
Dan Skelton.

ML: How do you like Blue’s glades?
DS: I love variety. I love the clean carve, hip-deep powder, big sloppy moguls,
narrow chutes, gates, and yes, glades. The glade entering from Due North is a
nice mix. Depending on where you enter, you can find terrain that’s steep or
gently rolling, tight or open.
ML: What plans does Blue have for future glade terrain?
DS: Glades aren’t really built. The best fall lines are usually well established and
identified by the tracks flowing off trail and leading into the woods. The secret
is finding a fall line that doesn’t end in a stream. When we see tracks we look

for the opportunity first. Any kid who skied in the 70’s knows that those glades
were glades before they were “The Glades.” In that vein, we spent some time last
winter researching new areas with potential.
ML: Where are you considering new glades?
DS: The Orchard has some of the best opportunities. The fall lines at the far
south end of The Orchard are nicely consistent from the start, and finish conveniently. The lower half of the tree islands between The Orchard runs are almost
there as well. And there are some secret Bear Trail–type additions that we intend
to open. Stay tuned.
ML: When do you think this will happen?
DS: We’re hopeful that this ski season will start with some new areas.
ML: What’s your favourite fresh corduroy run at Blue?
DS: The south side tree line of the lower half of L-Hill just above the chute. It is
very lightly skied, consistent of pitch, and wide.
bluemountain.ca

Greg Sturch finding the fall line. COLIN FIELD PHOTO, COURTESY BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORT.
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“And there are some secret
Bear Trail–type additions
that we intend to open.
Stay tuned.”
– Dan Skelton

Local legend Scott Kutcy in his happy place. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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GALLERY
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Surfer James Carrick enjoys
some Great Lakes flatwater
for a change. ALLISON
KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.
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Tyler Curtis pulls up to scout his line during
an early morning paddle on the Ottawa River.
SCOTT MARTIN PHOTO.
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Next page: Competitors paddle over shipwrecks in Colpoy’s
Bay, Ontario, during the 2014 Bruce Peninsula Multisport
Race. Taken from a DJI drone. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.
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Left: A “carnivorous” pitcher plant, Killarney Provincial Park, Ontario. The plant ingests insects
for their nitrogen and phosphorus which is used to aid photosynthesis. SCOTT PARENT PHOTO.

Below: “I was camping in Bruce Peninsula National Park when this guy hopped along. I managed
to avoid the low-light camera shake by placing it on the ground with a timer. The Toad was
totally working it.” GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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White Gold
An Insiders’ Guide to Skiing and Boarding British Columbia

This report was produced for Canada West Ski Areas Association
www.cwsaa.org and Explore BC www.helloBC.com by Mountain Life
Media. Bryan Grundmann, Sales Manager bryan@mountainlifemedia.ca.

Photo courtesy Whitewater Ski Resort, credit Doug LePage.
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WHISTLER BLACKCOMB PHOTO.

NOW CANADA’S
SECOND LARGEST!
NEW TERRAIN OPENS THIS WINTER

Photos: Kelly Funk, Adam Stein, Royce Sihlis.

— OUR BEST PRE-SEASON OFFER —

Ski+Stay FREE
3 for 2*
NO RESTRICTIONS.
INCLUDES WEEKENDS.

Book by November 15
Offer valid January 1 to end of season.

More terrain, more fun! Two new alpine zones of advanced, challenging
terrain open this winter, growing Sun Peaks’ ski area to a whopping
4,270 acres. Combined with the ultimate convenience of ski-in, ski-out
accommodation, a charming village, welcoming local residents, and
other winter activities, now is the
perfect time to explore one of
Canada’s leading ski resorts.
1.855.975.6788
www.SunPeaksResort.com

*Only available through Sun Peaks Central Reservations. Package based on three nights and three days of skiing, double occupancy, and property availability. Individual property cancellation policies apply.

Big White Ski Resort
Big White has huge elevation (7,606 ft/2319 m), impressive vertical (2549 ft/777 m) and specializes in
dry champagne powder. This is the best family resort going: ice-tower climbing, mini-skidoos, a huge
ice skating rink, tubing, Nordic skiing, horse-drawn sleighs, spas, dining and more. The nightskiing is
excellent, too.
The go-to zone on big snow days is the headwall above the Cliff Chair. Parachute bowl features a steep
drop into big, beautiful, open terrain. The Gem Lake Express offers nice long cruising runs on a steeper
fall-line and there are amazing glades out in the Sun Rype Bowl area.
Teenage rippers will be stoked with the Telus Terrain Park (and easy-access park chair) and the whole
family will enjoy fresh tracks through the frosted “snowghost” trees off the Alpine T-Bar. Best of all, Big
White is easy to get to (direct flights to Kelowna from Toronto) but still 50-odd kilometres away from the
city so you get that sense of adventure and wilderness. www.bigwhite.com
INSIDER TIP, BIG WHITE

Morning Lift: “The best place to grab a coffee has to be Beano’s in the Village. They make the most
amazing lattes, and their breakfast bagels are the perfect way to kickstart the day. I love how I can
quickly ride down from my condo, grab breakfast and still make first chair.” – Addy Gowe, Big White

Favourite Run: “Blue Sapphire is my favourite with its perfect fall line cruising and natural rollers. It’s
always either immaculately groomed or covered with a fresh blanket of Okanagan Champagne Powder.
There isn’t an inch of the run that I could do without grinning ear to ear without a worry in the world
and feel like I am surfing an endless wave. Once is never enough. “ – Katie Balkwill, Big White

Fernie Alpine Resort
To skiers and boarders, the word Fernie conjures a single image: powder. Lots
of it. Fortuitously situated at the juncture of two perpendicular valley systems
(one running east/west, the other north/south) most passing storms are funneled
directly into a collision course with the resort. When it pukes at Fernie – which it
does a lot – it really pukes.
This is coal and cowboy country, situated just over the Crowsnest Pass from the
southern Alberta foothills. The picturesque Lizard Range rises abruptly beyond
the heritage buildings of Fernie’s historic town centre.
Fernie has navigated a unique path, slowly and steadily expanding its terrain
and infrastructure and today its 10 lifts service a mind-boggling 1013 hectares of
skiable terrain. When the conditions are on, which they often are, the in-bounds
skiing at Fernie Alpine Resort is just as spectacular as any hidden backcountry
stash. – Bruce Kirkby

www.skifernie.com
INSIDER TIP, FERNIE ALPINE RESORT

Morning Lift: “My pick would definitely be the Lost Boys Café for a chai

latte. It’s a great on-mountain spot to warm up and refuel, plus I love the cozy
cabin feel of the café.” - Karen Pepper, Fernie

Favourite Run: “I have a few but one of my favourite runs is “Morning Glory”.
Morning Glory is the best warm up run as you get a fun pow run on snow days
and can still find a few pow stashes on non-snowy days.” – Jeni Pearson, Fernie
Photo by Abbydell Photography. Courtesy Fernie.
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For 35 years, Sporting Life has been supporting
and living the Racer Life, working with athletes
from the grassroots to the best in the world.
We work hand in hand alongside their coaches to
make sure everything is as it should be. Safe and
finely tuned for perfected performance.

A KS E L LU N D SV I N DA L – D OW N H I L L R AC E R

As a platinum sponsor to Alpine Ontario and
supporting organizations such as the National
Ski Academy and Mont St Marie Ski Club, we
are excited to bring our staff expertise and on
hill knowledge to help every racer pursue their
dream and their passion and to be the best they
can be.
We know ski racing, we love ski racing and we live
ski racing. It’s been our passion for 35 years. If
it’s in you – it’s in here at Sporting Life

R AP TOR
1 30 RS /
WORLDCUP
REBELS
i.SPEED

SPORTING LIFE RACER NIGHTS
COLLINGWOOD
SUN OCT 5
Collingwood Store
10 am-6pm

YONGE STREET STORE
2665 Yonge Street,
M4P 2J6
Tel: (416) 485-1611

TORONTO
WED OCT 22
Yonge StreetStore
6 pm-9 pm

BIKES & BOARDS STORE
2454 Yonge Street,
M4P 2H5
Tel: (416) 485-4440

TORONTO
WED OCT 29
Yonge Street Store
6 pm-9 pm

SHERWAY GARDENS
25 The West Mall,
M9C 1B8
Tel: (416) 620-7750

OTTAWA
WED NOV 12
Lansdowne Store
6 pm-9 pm

COLLINGWOOD STORE
222 Huronontario Street
L9Y 2M2
Tel: (705) 445-3773

OTTAWA
WED NOV 19
Lansdowne Store
6 pm-9 pm

MARKVILLE STORE
5000 Highway 7 East
L3R 4M9
Tel: (905) 258-1111

OTTAWA
WED NOV 26
Lansdowne Store
6 pm-9 pm

LANSDOWNE STORE
943 Bank Street
K1S 3W7
Tel: (613) 236-9731

Kicking Horse Mountain Resort
Like nearby Revelstoke, Golden’s ski hill has undergone an epic transformation in recent
years. Prior to 2000, the relatively small Whitetooth ski area sat on the lower slopes of the
Dogtooth Range, 14 km outside of town. But with the turn of the millennium, the hill was
transformed into Kicking Horse Mountain Resort, with a high-speed gondola and two quads
giving access to four immense alpine bowls.
Offering the fourth-highest vertical in North America (only two metres less than Jackson Hole),
Kicking Horse boasts some seriously challenging terrain and some very long runs (one ski-out is
over 10km in length).
On a clear day, the view from the Gondola Summit is worth the price of admission alone, with
an unbroken vista stretching over five National Parks, the granite peaks of the Purcells, and the
immense Rocky Mountain Trench. And when you finally pull your goggles on and point your
tips downhill, remember: pace yourself. This hill is huge. –Bruce Kirkby

www.kickinghorseresort.com
INSIDER TIP, KICKING HORSE MOUNTAIN RESORT:

Après: “Locals flock to Peaks Bar & Grill at the end of a day on the mountain. First off, its
location is amazing – right in the plaza only steps away from the base of the Gondola, you can
literally ski or snowboard right up to the entrance. If you are lucky enough to get one of the
lounge chairs, you will understand a new level of comfort while choosing from their extensive
selection of poutine and other après comfort foods.”
Favourite Run: “Anything on Terminator Ridge south. It takes a little leg-work because

you have to hike to get to it but it’s well worth it – plus it weeds out the people that aren’t
truly committed. Once you get to the top there are 10 marked chutes and loads of other run
options.” – Andy Brown, Kicking Horse

Photos by Trent Bona. Courtesy Kicking Horse.

Kimberley Alpine Resort
Nestled between Alberta’s Rocky Mountains and BC’s interior lies Kimberley
Alpine Resort. Once marketed as the Bavarian City of the Rockies, Kimberley
is widely known for lederhosen, schnitzel, and a family-friendly ski hill. But don’t
let the “family-friendly” fool you. While kids will love the big, open runs of the
front side, 80 percent of the terrain at Kimberley is intermediate or advanced,
with plenty of sustained fall-line glory. Located close to the city centre, Kimberley Alpine Resort sits upon a former mine site at North Star Mountain.
While just a four -hour drive from Calgary, KAR lies just beyond “easy getaway
reach” and the slopes are generally deserted mid-week, while weekend line-ups
are never bad. If you are lucky enough to be in town when a storm hits, jump
on the first chair and head straight to the backside. You’ll be in good company
on the steep runs around the Easter Chair – and the fresh turns will last long into
the afternoon. –Bruce Kirkby

www.skikimberley.com
INSIDER TIP, KIMBERLEY MOUNTAIN RESORT

Morning Lift: “The best local coffee place would have to be the Snowdrift
Café. They serve Steam Donkey Coffee, locally roasted, locally brewed, and just
damn good!”
Favourite Run: “Anywhere in the Black Forest it’s full of long, steep runs that
Photo by Henry Georgi. Courtesy Kimberley.

hold secret powder stashes for days. (Plus usually there are about as many people
on the runs as there are sasquatches.)”
– Jesse Ferguson, Kimberley
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GET STOKED!
SAVE UP TO 50% ON LIFT TICKETS
VISIT REVELSTOKEMTN.COM

Bruno Long / John Antoniuk / Alain Sleigher

Revelstoke Mountain Resort
Skiers and riders will enjoy the low-key, small-town feel of Revelstoke. Plus, Revy gets about
fifty feet of snow each year, so there’s that as well.
Long known for its epic heli and cat skiing, Revy upped the ante in 2007 when Revelstoke
Mountain Resort expanded the existing ski hill way, way, way up into the alpine on the south
side of Mount Mackenzie. All of a sudden a little railway town off the Transcanada Highway
suddenly boasted the highest in-bounds vertical in North America (1,713m/5,620 ft).
The front-side’s consistent fall-line translates into the longest/fastest/best groomers in probably
the entire universe. When those inevitable big snow dumps do arrive Revy has plenty of gladed
runs and the now-legendary North Bowl, an alpine to satisfy even the burliest pow rippers.

www.revelstokemountainresort.com
INSIDER TIP, REVELSTOKE

Favourite Run: “Want glades? The North Bowl/Ripper Chair zone is like a neverending

tree-skiing paradise. This one seems obvious but if you’re in the “Stop at the Road” Glades and
you come to the road – make sure you stop. On the south side, Snow Rodeo is one of the best
cruising runs on the continent.” –Chili Thom

Panorama Mountain Village
Eighteen kilometres up the winding Toby Creek road – which leads on towards
the heart of the Purcell Mountains – lies the 400-condo Panorama Mountain
Village; quiet, isolated, and surrounded by soaring peaks.
Once owned by Intrawest (whose fingerprints remain visible everywhere),
Panorama Mountain Village – aka “Pano” – is now owned by a consortium
of locals, whose priority is to build the best “family-friendly resort” in North
America. And they are on the right path, with 4000 feet of vertical (fifth biggest
in North America) and over 75 percent of the skiable terrain ranked beginner or
intermediate.
Which is not to say serious carvers will be disappointed. The resort has hosted
World Cup events in the past, and the ambitious black-diamond runs of Taynton
Bowl (once part of a heli-ski tenure) are inbounds and avi-controlled – making
Pano a resort for families of every ability. –Bruce Kirkby

www.panoramaresort.com
INSIDER TIP, PANORAMA MOUNTAIN VILLAGE

Morning Lift: “It really comes down to atmosphere and that’s why Lusti’s is
my favorite spot. There’s always an eclectic mix of people sitting at the highboys
or on the Muskoka chairs during sunny days. Lusti (the man himself) is an
Austrian ex-pat whose daughter skied for Canada in the Torino Olympics. Depending on the time of year you will cross paths with future, former and current
Olympians.”
Favourite Run: “Seriously, nobody is going to divulge their “go-to” stash to a

publication. But here’s my second favorite spot on the mountain: Mocha, Latte,
Café (known by staff as the Coffee Runs). They are located lower skiers left in
Zone 2 off the summit. These runs are scree slope in the summer so they have
no trees. Just open pow turns with a some rollers for catching air and a couple of
cliff drops if you’re feeling in the mood.” – Ryan Stimming, Panorama

Photo by Kari Medig. Courtesy Panorama.
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Silver Star Mountain Resort
Just under an hour’s drive from Kelowna International Airport, Silver Star is another incredible family spot. They have the fastest/steepest Tube Park in BC and the on-hill terrain is varied to suit everyone’s needs. The front side offers four chairlifts worth of nice cruising, sweet
tree lines between the runs and great beginner’s terrain. The real action is out back where the
Powder Gulch Express services steeper terrain with over 50 black and double-black diamond
runs mixed in with blues and choose-your-own-adventure glades.
Silver Star’s big-game skiing and riding shows in the local talent pool. The list of Silver Star
riders who’ve gone on to ski professionally includes Josh Bibby, TJ Schiller, Riley Leboe and
Chad Sayers. For families, the fantastic front side boasts gentle terrain and groomers, the new
Learning Zone (with carpet access and gentle pitches).
Silver Star is justly famous for a thriving Nordic ski scene, premier restaurants, exciting events,
and all the other bells and whistles a vacationing family will need. Friendly, welcoming and with
exciting terrain for all skill levels – this is what a small-town western ski resort should look like.

www.skisilverstar.com
INSIDER TIP, SILVER STAR

Morning Lift: “Definitely Coffee+…they brew a mean latte and there’s rarely a line-up so

it’s no problem hitting first chair. If I’m craviing something sweet I duck across the street to Bugaboos for a hot cinnamon bun. It’s a Dutch bakery and everything is baked fresh daily…so good!”

Favourite Run: “I’d have to go with Silver Woods any day of the week. It’s never busy so
you’re always getting clean lines in, and on a fresh powder day the glades are epic with just
enough variety to keep it fun and challenging. And, it almost never seems to track out.”
–Doug Chimuk, Silver Star

Sun Peaks Resort
The topography of Sun Peaks Resort is fused into the DNA of my earliest ski memories two planking my way around Tod, the mountain where it all began back in 1961.
Since those halcyon days, Tod morphed into Sun Peaks Resort and expanded terrain
into two other huge zones, Mt. Morrissey and Sundance, providing a sum total of
3,678 acres. People tend to think family friendly when they ponder Sun Peaks. I consider it a resort with a dual personality. One is what you see from the vantage point
of the hot tubs, condos, cafes and boutiques of the Ecosign-designed ski-in, ski-out
village – plush, wide open blue-square groomers. The other is the Tod Mountain of
my youth. You’ll be surprised. Combo runs like Chief-Roller Coaster, Chief-Expo or
Chief-Challenger – what longtime local Adam Earle calls “the compulsories” – offer
up some thigh-demolishing, sustained, side hill, steep, continuous fall line shredding
that will alter your idea of family-friendly. With new terrain opening this winter, Sun
Peaks is now Canada’s 2nd largest. –Andrew Findlay

www.sunpeaksresort.com
INSIDER TIP, SUN PEAKS

Après: “Bottom’s Bar & Grill is all about sharing the good times on the hill. It’s like
a party atmosphere in the afternoon with everyone from kids to grandparents having
a good time. If you want a hot chocolate to warm up, a cold beer to cool down or
you want to ring the bell and buy shots for your buddies at the bar, it’s all there for
you to celebrate after a wicked day on the slopes.”
Favourite Run: “The Chief and then into Challenger is without a doubt my

TOP: Photo by Adam Stein. BOTTOM: Photo by Kelly Funk. Courtesy Sun Peaks.

favourite top-to-bottom run at Sun Peaks. It’s nearly 3000 feet of vertical and the
steepest part is the last 30 turns. It’s sure to get anyone’s heart and legs pumping.
When people call Sun Peaks a cruising mountain, that’s where I take them – so at the
bottom they can eat their words while they gasp for air.” –Adam Earle, owner, Sun Peaks
Independent News
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Whistler Blackcomb
For me, Whistler Blackcomb is the quintessential Russian Doll. It’s so big that
every day I spend on those two mountains is a guaranteed day of discovery. I’ve
lived there over a dozen years, and every time I go up the mountain I see or ski
something I’ve not only never skied before, but didn’t even know was there.
Beyond the unrivaled après and live music and party scenes, beyond the almost
100 top-drawer restaurants and bars, beyond the international vibe, beyond all
the events and other outdoor activities, and beyond the guaranteed snowfall, the
titanic complex of glaciers, alpine bowls, chutes, glades, leg-thrashing pistes and
abundance of easily accessed out-of-bounds descents means you can always have
a do-it-yourself adventure. And yet there’s nothing intimidating about the place;
for those who like things on the softer side, easy, scenic routes lead down from the
top of each mountain—so regardless of ability no one misses out on the thrill of
staring out over the Coast Range, an adventure in itself. —Leslie Anthony

www.whistlerblackcomb.com
INSIDER TIP, WHISTLER BLACKCOMB

Après: “My go-to for après in Whistler is the Garibaldi Lift Company (GLC)
at the base of Whistler Mountain. It’s such a great spot because the energy
from a day of skiing/riding is enhanced by the environment there since you are
surrounded by so many other people feeling the same vibe.”
Favourite Run: “I would have to say my favourite run is Rock ‘N’ Roll to

TOP: Photo by David McColm. BOTTOM: Photo by Paul Morrison. Courtesy Whistler Blackcomb.

Backstage Pass in the Crystal Zone on Blackcomb. The Crystal Zone is the sweet
spot on the mountain – it’s low enough to be protected from the winter storms
that sometimes close the high alpine but it’s still high enough for the best snow!”
–Arthur De Jong, Whistler Blackcomb

Whitewater Ski Resort
Pushed up against the Rocky Mountains in the Southeastern corner of BC,
the Kootenays are about the size of a small European country and the whole
place is riddled with incredible mountains and pow out the wazoo. Whitewater gets enough snow to bury a four-storey house each and every winter. Ymir
Peak looms over the resort and while the inbounds terrain is perfectly awesome,
serious riders can also take advantage of all the touring options on the now-open
Backside.
The people of the Koots take their food almost as seriously as their powder-shredding and the Whitewater cafeteria is no exception – probably the best
on-hill food in North America.
Nearby Nelson boasts great coffee and restaurants and a world-class music scene.
The Castlegar airport is notoriously socked in; you might have to stay an extra
week.

www.skiwhitewater.com
INSIDER TIP, WHITEWATER

Morning Lift: “The Oso Negro Café is a must stop location in Nelson. They
are not only known for their delicious locally roasted coffee blends and fresh
baked goods but also showcase a new local artist each month.”
Favourite Run: “Sproulers located on the Summit Side offers perfectly spaced
trees with the perfect pitch and a ton of fun features to get playful on.”
–Rebeckah Hornung, Whitewater

Photo by Doug LePage. Courtesy Whitewater.
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Apex Mountain Resort
Apex is one of the hidden gems among BC resorts. Located a
30-minute drive from Penticton, Apex is a chock-a-block with quality snow, great weather, incredible terrain, and friendly people. The
heart of the Okanagan Valley gives Apex the perfect mix between
large amounts of precipitation and low humidity that makes for the
lightest champagne powder snow imaginable. Smiles stretch from
ear to ear, as locals and visitors alike hoot and holler amongst the
glades and open terrain, leaving clouds of pow in their wake. Go
exploring with a trip over to the south bowls, cruise through the
glades in the Wild Side, get your heart pumping on one of the steep
‘n’ deep narrow runs on the north side, or show off your style in The
Pit. With three different exposures to the elements, there is always a
sweet spot.

www.apexresort.com
NEW FOR 2015 AT APEX MOUNTAIN RESORT

Beginner Park: The run located to skiers’ left of Claim Jumper

is now the new Beginner Park for the 14/15 season. This park will
have slide on/slide off rail features, jumps and tables to learn basic
tricks and other features to entertain the beginner to intermediate
rider.

New Winch Groomer: With a longer cable than the previous
winch cat, the Apex grooming crew can winch more runs in less
time, with more efficient grooming on steeper runs.
Photo by Rob Buchanan. Courtesy Apex Mountain Resort.

MOUNTAIN LIFE ANNUAL is Santa’s
favourite mag. He can deliver one as a gift
to your door (or a friend’s) this Xmas.
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Visit www.mountainlifemedia.ca to send
him an address. He’ll be there soon.

BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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GEARGUIDE

FALL
GEAR GUIDE

ETNIES SCOUT
The Scout has a fully-lined inner with breathable mesh uppers, an STI Evolution Foam footbed and midsole with rubber pods, and elastic heel support
for comfort. STI Evolution Foam is etnies’ innovative and environmentally
responsible approach to lightweight, long-lasting footwear. Not only does
STI Evolution Foam create a lighter shoe, it is also resistant to high impact
with its durable rebound foam cushioning. The production process of this
advanced foam both eliminates waste and improves efficiency. The Scout is
part of etnies’ Buy a Shoe, Plant a Tree reforestation program. etnies.com

BOMBER GEAR BOMB DRYTOP
Includes double-stitched, taped and patched seams, Toray
4-ply Entrant HB fabric, and gasket system with 4-way stretch
Slickskin neoprene volcanic neck system and cone-shaped
Sub-Screen cuffs and fused gaskets, and even a hidden
emergency whistle. They’ve beefed up the design by adding
abrasion-resistant Oxford nylon to the elbows and polyurethane
reinforcement to the shoulder panels for additional durability.
Updates include a sleeve pocket with a drain and a dual-adjustable overskirt incorporating a hook-and-loop closure system
with J-mesh sticky neoprene, rubber closer flaps, and a thinner
material for less folds and a more comfortable fit. The Bomb,
indeed. bombergear.com; trailheadpaddleshack.ca

FISCHER MOTIVE 86 TI ALL-MOUNTAIN SKI
The Motive 86 is especially comfortable on eastern terrain: hard-groomed
trails, choppy snow, moguls, and occasional powder. This is a one-ski
quiver for all conditions. The rocker tip allows easier turns, confidence
over bumps, and edge hold at speed. Combine with the new Fischer
Attack 13 binding. fischersports.com

ADVENTURE TECHNOLOGY ORACLE CARBON KAYAK
PADDLE (335.99)
The light and strong Oracle carbon kayak paddle is a supremely
powerful touring blade. Its blade design has less dihedral than
other touring paddles, providing a more powerful stroke and
better stability when bracing or rolling in choppy conditions.
Ideal for a more aggressive stroke style, the high angle blade
improves boat control. All this adds up to a featherweight
paddle with stamina. Available in ergonomic shaft with Full
Control Grip or straight shaft. atpaddles.com; Ontario retail:
trailheadpaddleshack.ca

PEAK DESIGN SLIDE AND CLUTCH CAMERA STRAP SYSTEMS
If you can’t decide between having a strap on your camera or not, Peak
Design’s new system is the perfect solution. The easy-to-use Anchor-Link
quick connectors allow you to remove the strap with the push of a button.
Throw on the Clutch hand strap for more extreme shooting conditions, then
switch back again in a snap. Nearly $900,000 got pledged on the $50,000
Kickstarter goal, so you know these things are filling a void in the market.
peakdesign.com
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ZEAL BRODY SUNGLASSES ($109)
With a strong and durable frame construction, the Brody is built to
last. The ProFlex frame wraps comfortably around your face, while
the polarized Hyperion lenses provide protection to let you hang
out all day. The Z-Resin frame is made of all-natural, sustainable
castor oil. Rx ready. zealoptics.com

A true
all-rounder for
any terrain.
Stöckli Stormrider 88
An advanced and expert only ski: its stable
construction and specially adapted waist create
power and precision for any terrain.
Only at Squire John’s.

www.squirejohns.com

MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR TORSUN JACKET ($380)
Lightweight, breathable, and durable, the Torsun is built for high-alpine pursuits. Superior articulation provides optimum mobility when you’re working your way up a route, and asymmetrical cuffs protect your hands without restricting dexterity. Dry.Q Elite 3-layer fabric is extremely strong and waterproof – and breathable from the moment you put it on (so you don’t have to
get sweaty before the fabric starts to dump your excess heat). Pack- and harness-compatible
pockets keep all your stashed essentials handy. Three-way-adjustable, helmet-compatible
hood, too. mountainhardwear.com
HEAD SUPER JOY WOMEN’S SKI
New for Head this season, these skis are bound to
revolutionize the industry with the super-strong but
lightweight Graphene technology. The Super Joy features a revolutionary ski construction with full length
hybrid Koroyd core and a Graphene/Carbon layup.
The women’s ski architecture will deliver accurate
high-speed turns on the toughest groomed slope.
High marks for carving, tip rocker, and progressive
radius. head.com

EDDIE BAUER FIRST ASCENT
NEOTERIC REMOVABLE-BIB SKI PANTS ($429)
For skiers and shredders who have gone bib, it’s tough
to go back. Eddie’s mountain guides live in this one.
Waterproof and windproof, the Polartec NeoShell three-layer fabric is also ultra-breathable, offering the latest in
microclimate-regulating technology and hip-to-hem venting.
The stretchy Schoeller Bib is breathable, water–resistant
nylon/spandex soft shell fabric which zips off easily for
spring skiing. All these tech features will help you keep it
together on the hill. Women’s and men’s models available.
eddiebauer.com

OUTDOOR RESEARCH HOT PURSUIT
CONVERTIBLE RUNNING GLOVES ($35)
Shoulder-season weather often necessitates convertible apparel. Consider the
Transformer-like Hot Pursuit Convertible
Running Gloves your go-to when the
morning’s chill, wind and precip give way
to sunshine and stillness. Start out with a
wind- and weather-resistant nylon ripstop
lobster claw cover over your fingers. Then,
when you warm up, tuck the covers into
their own pockets in the wrist to reveal a
full fleece glove. Conductive suede tips on
the liner glove make them ready for any
touchscreen. outdoorresearch.com

ICEBREAKER MERINOLOFT HELIX ZIP ($259.99)
Introducing the virtuous Kiwi company’s warmest and most
sustainable layer ever: not only is it a form-fitting, feminine
and lightweight puffy, the Helix Zip is made with repurposed and highly insulating MerinoLOFT, giving plenty of
warmth with minimal bulk. A recycled polyester exterior is
durable and water-resistant, fending off light precipitation,
while a wool lining maximizes warmth, breathability and
odor control. ca.icebreaker.com

SOREL GLACY EXPLORER
This waterproof suede and canvas boot takes cues from
action sports but integrates full fleece lining for warmth
and waterproof-breathable membrane construction to keep
feet dry and comfortable. Lodge-worthy and protective,
the Glacy Explorer marries street sensibilities with après
aesthetics for a playful new take on winter warmth.
sorelfootwear.ca
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Exhibitions
Until January 11, 2015
If It Weren’t for the War
The Art of Private Jukes
Autumn Colours
The Legacy Project: How Deep Our Roots
Continuing
The Tom Thomson Experience
Events
October 20
Gallery Night at the Movies
Calvary
October 26 at 12:15pm
TOM Talks: War Art Now with Dick Averns
November 22 from 2-5pm
Art & Architecture at Cobble Beach
www.tomthomson.org

SAVE OVER $85.00
WHEN YOU BOOK THE RIPLEY’S PACKAGE

greatwolf.com/niagara • 800.605.9653 (WOLF)

Package includes one night stay at Great Wolf Lodge, two days
of waterpark play and passes to all three Ripley’s attractions.
Based on a family of four.
Valid now - December 30, 2014 • Promotion Code: MLMRIPLEYS

* Attractions passes valid for: Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Museum, Ripley’s Moving Theatre and Louis Tussauds Wax Museum. Offer Valid only
at Niagara Fall, ON location and only on dates listed above. Valid per night for single or multiple night stays, must be mentioned at time of
reservation and based on 2014 standard rates. Limited number of rooms available for each date. May not be valid during holiday and blackout
periods or combined with any other discount or promotional offers. Multiple night minimum stay may apply. Must stay by date listed above for
offer to apply. Offer based on 4 guests per room and may be terminated at any time without notice. Must have one individual 21 years of age
or older staying in each room. Offer is not redeemable for cash.
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SPY BRAVO GOGGLES WITH HAPPY LENS ($189)
Along with the Lock Steady quick-change lens system, the Bravo features the
SPY Happy Lens in a goggle for the first time. This patent-pending technology is a colour- and contrast-enhancing lens that lets in “good” rays from the
sun while blocking harmful ones. Studies have shown that long-wave blue
light can be beneficial to mood, alertness, and circadian rhythm. Our test
revealed terrain with renewed clarity and a big boost to vision on grey days
(and an uptick in nuance on bleached-out-sunny days). spyoptic.com

FLYLOW TOUGH GUY GLOVES
($39)
Triple baked with Sno-Seal
protection to keep warmth in
and water out, the Tough Guys
are designed for milder days on
the mountain where the lifts are
doing the grunt work and you’re
pinning it down the runs or doing laps off the backside. Tough
pigskin outer with cotton canvas
on the backs. Insulated with
YetiLoft polyester that’s warm
when wet. Knitted wrists make
for easy on and off. mec.ca

PATAGONIA SIMPLE FLY FISHING KIT
On first glance, this simple fly fishing kit, which
comes with a book, a rod, flies and line, is missing
something: a reel. But that’s the beauty of Tenkara
fly-fishing: there is no reel. The traditional Japanese
style of fly-fishing is as simple as it gets; it’s a line
with a hook tied to the end of a stick (a very beautiful
stick, mind you). And the best part: the kit is so well
thought-out that we caught a trout on our fourth cast
with this thing. Not only did the tenkara rod hook a
fish, it also hooked us. For life. patagonia.com

HELLY HANSEN SKAGE SPORT HIKERS ($140)
The Skage Sport combines nearly a half-century’s worth
of design in a single style. Built like an old-school hiking
boot with rich leather highlights on the toe and heel, it is
also detailed with 1970s-era textiles and accented with
modern-day colors. The result is a casual but rugged
boot that recalls yesterday and comes with modern
comfort features, including nylon mesh upper, metal
lace eyelets, a gum sole and ultra-lightweight cushioned
premium EVA midsole. hellyhansen.com
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COLUMBIA DIAMOND 890
TURBODOWN HOODED
JACKET ($379.99)
Outfitted with Columbia’s performance-enhanced down—a
combination of 850-fill down and
40g of Omni-Heat synthetic
insulation for ultimate lightweight
warmth and heat retention, even
when wet—this progressive
jacket will keep you warm in the
coldest conditions. Plus, Columbia has implemented thermal-reflective technology on both the
lining and interior shell for twice
the thermal reflective warmth
with zero cold spots. The fit is
impeccable, with torso-flattering
baffling lines and a premium
water-resistant shell fabric.
columbia.com

Like us on Facebook: Facebook.com/EnvyEyewear

New additions! Oliver Peoples and ic berlin
O p t i c a l , s u n g l a s s e s & a cOSBE
c e s sHelmets,
O r i e smade in Italy, are known for their
technological superiority, innovative designs, top
rated safety features and overall quality, never mind
their cool looks. Come in and see us at Envy Eyewear
and join
the ‘goggle free’ revolution. Preorder now for
Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear
Selection
next years ski season.

Envy eyewear is the exclusive Ontario retailer of
OSBE helmets

Optical, sunglasses & accessOries

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection

Alpina Goggles

European engineered, available
with Quattroflex lens to brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry
optical inserts for ski goggles.

selected frames & sunglasses
up to 50% off
See our collection
of Toy Watch, Boss,
Oakley & Tommy
Hilfiger watches

Alpina Goggles
*Mention this add prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes

V illage

European engineered, available
with Quattroflex lens to brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry
optical inserts for ski goggles.

B lue , B lue M ountains , on
selected. coM
frames & sunglasses
705-445-3168 enVyeyewear
up to 50% off
at

See our collection
of Toy Watch, Boss,
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SPOT GLOBAL PHONE ($499)
The Global Phone is the ultimate
easy-to-use, lightweight handheld
satellite phone, boasting bell-clear
voice quality and the fastest data
speeds in the industry. We tested it
on two wilderness trips and it never
let us down. Includes 911 emergency response, voicemail, internet
access (with optional data kit),
text messaging, and a long-lasting
lithium ion battery with 4 hours
talk time and 36 hours of standby.
Monthly service plans start at
$24.99. findmespot.com

CANADA GOOSE MORAINE SHELL ($675)
This handsome shell has a roll-out hood that can be
tucked into a small pouch located along the adjustable collar. In addition, the Moraine Shell features two
chest pockets with Velcro closures for extra storage
and a waterproof Napoleon pocket for a cell phone.
The Durance laminated 3-layer hardshell fabric with
superior bonding and 4-way stretch makes it Canada
Goose’s premium, waterproof and breathable shell at
the right weight, integrating the utmost in durability
and performance. Ideal to thrive in wet conditions during high intensity pursuits. Singlehanded adjustable
hem uses pocket access to seal out cold and wind.
Hip-length; cut longer at the back for more protection
from cold and wind. Slim fit. canada-goose.com

SIERRA DESIGNS WOMEN’S STRETCH
DRIDOWN HOODY ($229)
The 800 fill power DriDown – treated with
no less than a molecular-level polymer to
create a hydrophobic finish on each down
plume – withstands the messiest autumn,
winter and spring days outside. The jacket
stays dry longer, lofts better, and dries
faster than untreated down, keeping you
warmer in any environment. And the fourway stretch fabric provides greater mobility
and comfort. Fitted hood with tall collar
seals in warmth. Hidden cuff elastic and
hem drawcord seals prevent drafts. The
jacket’s roomy regular cut fits over any
midlayer. sierradesigns.com

DUAL HYBRID EYEWEAR AV1
Let’s not beat around the bush here: getting old sucks. Back pain and achy knees
are the first signals. And then you’ll start squinting at 11-point font. But needing
bifocals doesn’t mean you have to buy your glasses at the drug store; the Dual
Hybrid AV1’s ensure you at least look cool while getting old. The stainless steel
frames hold nylon lenses that are scratch resistant and lightweight. Available in
+1.5, +2.0 or +2.5 spot diopters, you can have your shades and read texts too.
dualeyewear.com

KEEN DURAND SHOES (LOW-CUT $200, MID-CUT $220)
The new Durand WP hiker delivers long-lasting durability and dependable performance. KEEN’s PU (polyurethane) in the midsole resists breakdown and compression while preserving its shock-absorbing qualities, keeping you comfortable through
all the shocks of the rockiest trail. The outsole’s two distinct types of rubber – one
around the perimeter for edging and grip, and another in the centre for durability –
mean maximum grip and security. And the Durand keeps you dry and comfortable,
thanks to KEEN.DRY, a proprietary waterproof/breathable membrane. keenfootwear.com
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Visit the Elephant Thoughts
EXPLORE STORE
You’ll discover the best in toys, games
and gadgets for kids of all ages!

to bo ok yo ur
PS ... D on 't fo rg et
B ir th d a y Pa rt y!
PD -D a y Ca m p or

Elephant Thoughts is a Registered Charity. Every Explore Store purchase
supports education across Canada and around the world!

10138 Hwy 26 E. , Collingwood (across from Hyundai)
705-444-2012 • elephantthoughts.com/store

Men’s & Women’s Shoes
Fashions & Accessories
156 Jozo Weider Blvd. Unit 13
The Village at Blue Mountain
705 293 9300 | shoesatblue.com

“Three generations,
plowing snow since 1977”

37 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS

519.377.4754
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FEATURERESTAURANTS
THE HUNGRY SUMO
We aim to satisfy your love of sushi, teriyaki and tempura. Check out our extensive and reasonably
priced menu. Lunch offers popular Bento Box combinations as well as a large range of sushi. Whether
you dine in or take out you will certainly not leave a Hungry Sumo! 188 First Street, Collingwood.
thehungrysumo.com
705.293.1037

THORNBURY BAKERY CAFÉ
Finally a fresh, moist bread that is not only gluten, dairy and egg free, but delicious! Made fresh, from
scratch with quinoa flour, chia seeds and coconut oil (among other things), it truly is a break-through in
gluten-free bread. Order it on your favourite sandwich and then pick-up some loaves and buns to take home.
12 Bruce St. S, Thornbury
thornburybakerycafe.com
519.599.3311

COPPER BLUES
The first restaurant to open in the Blue Mountain Village, Copper Blues is a true Village pioneer.
Featuring a casual yet sophisticated menu for lunch and dinner daily, diners can enjoy AAA Black
Angus steaks, fresh seafood, vintage wine and much more. Our talented hospitality team is here to
entertain your every request. Dining at its finest.....Service at its best! Specializing in Corporate & Group
events.
copperblues.com
705.446.2643

KAYTOO
Located in the bright yellow Mill Pond Boathouse, Kaytoo is hard to miss in the Village at Blue Mountain.
Kaytoo explores what it means to be Canadian through its coast-to-coast inspired menu. With an
outstanding three-level patio right on the Mill Pond, Kaytoo is one of the Village’s busiest spots.
kaytoo.ca
705.445.4100

GREEN MANGO TREE THAI FUSION
Collingwood’s Thai food hotspot offers favourites such as Lemongrass beef short ribs, coconut shrimp
and spring rolls stuffed with pork, shrimp or veggie salad and rolled in rice paper with a delicious house
lime sauce. Other dishes include Tom yum soup, Chicken curry, Thai fried rice and Tamarind shrimp.
Signature dishes are offered along with vegetarian options.
Unit 6, 115 First Street, Collingwood
greenmangotree.com
705.443.8809

THE ORCHID
Thornbury’s crowd-pleasing Orchid is justly famous for its fast-and-friendly family feasting and its All
Day Breakfast served your way, plus bottomless coffee, 7am to 3pm every day. Featuring eat-in or take-out
dining and homemade lunches and dinners as well. Open for dinner Thursday to Saturday till 8pm, the
Orchid also offers free WiFi. Located on Highway 26 on the western edge of Thornbury.
orchidrestaurant.ca
519.599.5944
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DUNCANS CAFÉ
If you don’t like a fresh and diverse menu paired with suggested wines from all regions and if you really
don’t like original-art-covered interiors, wait staff with personality and the best dining experience in
Collingwood... then you’d better not come to Duncans Café, where every dish is prepared and served
with love! Reserve your favourite table again!
60 Hurontario St., Collingwood
duncanscafe.ca
705.444.5749

AZZURRA TRATTORIA
Collingwood’s Azzurra has a longstanding reputation for blending classic Italian dishes with up-market
contemporary cuisine. Pastas, pastries and desserts are crafted in-house with fresh, seasonal
ingredients. The ‘Pranzo Italiano’ menu is a lively and unique way to accommodate larger tables.
100 Pine Street, Collingwood
azzurra.ca
705.445.7771

TREMONT CAFÉ
Check out the classy Tremont for weekend brunch featuring French dishes and modern fare. Dinner
menus updated weekly. Tapas Mondays now in full swing, every Monday from 5.30 – 11. Enjoy a glass
of Spanish wine, a pint of beer and authentic tapas. Telephone to inquire about upcoming wine and food
pairing nights. Elihu Book Room hosts private parties up to 20.
80 Simcoe St., Collingwood thetremontcafe.com
705.293.6000

JOZO’S
Blue Mountain’s original rockin’ hot spot, featuring nightly live entertainment, located in the Blue
Mountain Inn right across the hall from The Pottery. There’s incredible dancing and nightlife where the
energy intensifies until the wee hours. Jozo’s menu is the best of pub grub featuring fabulous wings,
nachos, pizzas, stacked sandwiches and burgers. Mountain vibrations at their best!
bluemountain.ca/jozobar.htm
705.443.5508

NORTHWINDS BREWHOUSE & EATERY
The newly opened Northwinds Brewhouse & Eatery produces a locally sourced and seasonally focused
menu paired with globally inspired, handcrafted beers to capture the adventurous spirit of our area. We
are local, independent and driven to exceed guests’ expectations. Come try our fall menu and experience
the Georgian Bay region’s only brewhouse!
499 First Street (HWY 26) Collingwood
northwindsbrewhouse.com
705.888.3550

BRUCE WINE BAR & KITCHEN
Tucked away in the alley behind the TD Bank, this unique eatery features two venues in one. Take out or
dine in, and feast on traditional Neapolitan wood-fired pizzas, salads and sandwiches downstairs in The
Kitchen, or head upstairs to the Wine Bar for an array of fine wines, spirits and craft beer, delectable
shared plates and live music on Friday nights. The Kitchen serves up lunch and dinner Tuesday–
Sunday.
8 Bruce St. S, Thornbury (behind TD bank)
brucewinebar.ca 519.599.1112
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CHEZ MICHEL
Chez Michel, a touch of France in the village of Creemore. Classic French cuisine using local seasonal
produce. Enjoy the ambience of the main room, relax in the intimate wine bar, or dine en pleine air
on the charming patio. Open wednesday to Sunday for lunch 11:30am - 2pm and dinner 5pm - 9pm.
Call 705.466.3331 for reservations.
150 Mill Street, Creemore
chezmichel.ca

ROYAL MAJESTY ESPRESSO BAR
Royal Majesty Espresso Bar Bakery in Blue Mountain Village serves up the finest espressos, lattes,
loose-leaf organic teas and Belgian hot chocolate as well as fresh made soups, salads & sandwiches.
Try their famous OOEY GOOEY cinnamon rolls or the perfect croissant, all baked fresh three times daily.
190 Jozo Weider Blvd, Blue Mountain Village
royalmajesty.ca
705.812.3476

MENCHIE’S FROZEN YOGURT
A rotating selection of eclectic frozen yogurt flavours, every topping under the sun and YOU create your
own masterpiece. At Menchie’s you pay by weight, not by topping, so you indulge just a little....or a lot!
Enjoy everything from fruit to decadent toppings and sauces. Fun and flavor wrapped up into one unique
experience. Gluten-, dairy- and sugar-free options available.
170 Jozo Weider Blvd., Blue Mountain Village (across from Sunset Grill)
menchies.ca
705.446.YUMM
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LOCALPICKS
Early Rider Lite
State-of-the-art wooden run
bike designed for youngsters
as young as 20 months. Kids
naturally learn to balance on the
early rider before needing to pedal, making training wheels and
tricycles a thing of the past.
Kris, Kamikaze, Collingwood (kamikazebikes.com
705.446.1234)

Oakley A-Frame 2.0 Goggle

Salomon Gypsy Snowboard

A new goggle that gives you two ways to see your terrain
better. First, the geometry extends the lens’ peripherals
so you can see more. Second, the F3 anti-fog treatment
is Oakley’s longest-lasting treatment to keep moisture at
a minimum. 100% UV protection.
Shane, Squire John’s, Craigleith (squirejohns.com
1.800.303.1334 @SquireJohns)

This board is super-fun both in and out of the park. It has maximizing pop
for those gnarly jib sessions but its stiffness still maintains the stability at
high speeds for a smooth ride. This is an all-around board to grow and
progress on. 5 stars!
Haili, Lifted, Blue Mountain Village (705.443.5801 bluemountain.ca/
lifted.htm)

BlendTec Designer 625
Features everything you need to create smoothies,
snacks, and meals in seconds. With an illuminated
touch-screen interface, and preprogrammed
one-touch cycles of popular blends, including ice
cream, smoothie, and soup. This is a professional-quality blender, food-pro and juicer in one.
Sarah, BlendTec ( blendtec.com @BlendTec;
also available at Costco)

Arc’Teryx Alpha² FL Shoe
Arc’Teryx’s latest footwear features a stretchable
liner and seamless laminated outer shell. The
removable liner/boot is a unique Gore-Tex Stretch
construction, offering snug fit, breathability and
improved waterproof levels and can be worn as
hut/camp shoe. Meanwhile, the main outsole offers
stability, traction and perfect braking properties
with its Vibram Arc’teryx Approach Megagrip
compound.
Jo, Arc’Teryx (arcteryx.com @arcteryx
1.866.458.2473)

Howler Brothers Feedback
Hoody
The medium-weight, cotton
blend Feedback Hoodie rocks
out with its contrasting colour
design, classic pouch pocket
and Howler patch at left chest.
Available in Evergreen/Grey and
Surf Blue/Turf colours.
Tessa, Howler Bros.
(howlerbros.com @Howlerbros)
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THE ORCHID
All Day Breakfast
Bottomless Coffee
Home Style Cooking

maintenance • landscape design
interlock landscape • excavating
for more information or for a quote,
call 705 443 9469
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519.599.5944 orchidrestaurant.ca
Hwy 26 W
Sun - Thur 7am - 3pm • Fri & Sat 7am - 8pm

Loopdeloom Weaving Loom Kit
Weave purses and cell phone cases, scarves, wraps, baskets, throws
and more. You can weave items any length, and up to 7” wide, using
one loom. Connect two or more looms together to weave wider items
with no seams – genius!
Jeff, Minds Alive, Collingwood (mindsalive.ca 705.445.6222)

Patagonia Nano-Air Hoody
A new kind of insulating garment offering excellent temperature
regulation and four-way mechanical stretch, the Nano-Air can be
worn continuously during aerobic, stop-start activities, and mitigates the need to adjust layers. “Having such a breathable jacket
nearly eliminates the chills you get after sweating hard,” says
climber Mikey Schaffer.
Jess, Patagonia (patagonia.com/ca; Toronto store 416.861.1102
@Patagonia)

Collingwood Brewery
Vintage Ale
Brewed to celebrate the local hop harvest, this golden
ale is brewed with Bighead
organic hops from Meaford
and wild honey from the
Beaver Valley. Available exclusively at The Collingwood
Brewery retail store. 750ml,
6.9% ABV.
Chris, The Collingwood
Brewery
(thecollingwoodbrewery.
com 705.444.BEER)

2014

VINTAGE ALE
Golden ale brewed with Bighead organic hops
from Meaford and wild honey from the
Beaver Valley.
Ingredients: Water, Barley Malt, Local
Organic Hops, Local Wild Honey, Yeast

ABV:

6.9%

The Collingwood Brewery Ltd.,
Collingwood, ON
www.thecollingwoodbrewery.com

Native Verona Shoes

Tierney H2O Boot

Vancouver-based Native makes footwear for the future. You can slip
on for a quick stroll or throw them into your backpack for après.
Washable, odour-resistant, shock absorbent, beast-free, and
waterproof, the Verona is multi-use, slip-on freedom.
Heidi, Native Shoes (nativeshoes.com @Nativeshoes)

The Tierney H2O is a thoughtfully designed
town and country boot, with equestrian styling and all-weather performance features.
Kelly and Kim, The Tack Shoppe,
Collingwood (705.445.4041
thetackshoppe.ca @TheTack_Shoppe)

Columbia Women’s Minx Shorty Omni-Heat
Synthetic textile and suede upper is waterproof and packed
with 200g’s of insulation. Faux-fur at collar and tongue, and
thermal reflective lining throughout keep feet toasty warm, while
advanced traction rubber outsole ensures stability.
Shannon, Columbia (columbia.com @Columbia1938) &
available at Columbia Store, Blue Mountain (705.443.5802)
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Check out our website
and facebook page
for a full listing of all
our great shows & events!
www.meafordhall.ca

12 Nelson St. E.

519.538.0463

877.538.0463

THE

ABBA
STORY

Saturday Oct. 18, 8pm
$31.50

& The Hurtin’ Albertanswith special guests THE STUMBELLAS

Serving Sushi & Japanese Cuisine
Nigiri
(raw fish oN a ball of rice)

Sashimi
(just the raw fish)

188 First St.
Collingwood
705-293-1037
www.thehungrysumo.com • info@thehungrysumo.com

David
Myles
Wednesday, Oct. 22
8pm $35

DRAGON’S DEN MEAFORD

SIXTH ANNUAL
presented by The Meaford Chamber of Commerce

Wednesday, Oct. 29, 7:30pm $25

Set your sights on Meaford!

TheOPEN
latest
toys booksCOLLINGWOOD!
and crafts
NOW
IN DOWNTOWN
for
kids
allfor
ages
The laTesT Toys
books
andof
crafTs
kids of all ages

Outdoor toys • Craft Kits & Supplies • Games & Puzzles •Building toys
Science kits • Puppets & dress-up • Infant toys • Thomas the Tank Engine
And books for infants to teens

27 Hurontario St., Collingwood
(705) 445-6222
Shop on line at www.mindsalive.ca
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6:00, Sat. 9:30-5:00 Sun. 11:00-4:00
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Harbour
Arts & Culture
Museum
Trails
Snowmobiling
Festivals
& more!

OSBE Helmets
Made in Italy, OSBE Helmets are
known for their technological superiority, innovative designs, top-rated
safety features and overall quality,
never mind their cool looks. Join the
goggle-free revolution. Envy Eyewear
is the exclusive Ontario retailer of
OSBE helmets.
Betty, Envy Eyewear, Blue Mountain Village (envyeyewear.com
705.445.3168, direct Toronto line
416.238.2743)

Side Launch Pale Ale
A Canadian Pale Ale that marries
the best of traditional English and
modern American pale ales. Side
Launch uses Canadian Superior
Pale Malt and a blend of traditional
North American hops to create a
very well-balanced beer.
Chuck , Side Launch Brewing
Company, Collingwood (sidelaunchbrewing.com 844.293.
BEER @sidelaunch)

Suzi Roher Scarfs
Luxurious softness and all
scarves are unique with gorgeous
colouring. Made by hand – once
you try it on, you won’t want to
take it off. Over 15 designs to
choose from at Echo Trends.
Dana, Echo Trends, 38
Pine Street, Collingwood
(705.446.1496 shopdana.ca)

PooPooPaper
The ultimate eco-gift. Choose from our selection of handcrafted notepads, photo albums, keychains and more. All
PooPooPaper products are recycled and odourless paper
made from – you guessed it – poo. Prices range from
$2-18.
Melanie, Elephant Thoughts, Collingwood
(elephantthoughts.com 705.444.2012)

Hides in Hand Ballet Moccasin
This soft deerskin slipper is handlaced and features a soft padded
insole. Very comfortable, like butter
on your feet. Handcrafted in Canada.
Tarren, Gaia Boutique, Thornbury
(gaiaboutique.ca 519.599.3040)

Blundstone 1316 Red and
Black with Two-Tone Sole
Want laceless ease at airport security and easy inflight off-and-on?
Legendary weatherproof comfort
all day on all terrain? Solid footing
in third-world latrines? Two words:
Blundstone boots.
(Blundstone.ca @blundstones)
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Poler Napsack Sleeping Bag
With zippers at the shoulders so you can stick your arms out, and
a cinch at the bottom so that you can open stick your legs out, this
is a bag like no other. Hike it up to your waist, cinch it, and wear it
like a puffy coat around the campfire. It is also awesome for wearing
around the house in the winter.
Leslie and Scott, Evolution Him & Her, Thornbury
|(evolutionformen.ca 519.599.5013)

Mountain Hardwear Stretchstone Flannel Shirt
Stylish flannel that stretches like a performance piece. It may
look like a button-up flannel worthy of wearing around town,
but its poly-Lycra fabric provides plenty of mobility for active
pursuits, without losing any softness.
Shannon, Mountain Hardwear (mountainhardwear.com
877.927.5649 @hardwear)

Ammann Malix Boot
Ammann footwear has been designed in Oberentfelden, Switzerland by the same family since 1917.
The Malix boot is the perfect apres-ski statement
accessory with a classic, fashionable look that is
also comfortable and warm. The ideal match for your
Alp-n-Rock top.
Devin, Skiis & Biikes Collingwood (skiisandbiikes.
com 705.445.9777
@skiisandbiikes)

RobeTowl

STORMTECH Women’s Soft Tech Bonded
Long Coat
With a commitment to design excellence and technical
innovation, STORMTECH has been developing highly
technical outdoor apparel and accessories since 1977.
This knee-length waterproof-breathable softshell features
zippered expandable cuffs, detachable hood, adjustable
waist belt, zippered security pocket, and much more.
STORMTECH (stormtech.ca @stormtech1977)

Northwinds’ The Beet For Red
Hoptober Ale
The harvest season is a beautiful time of year to
celebrate the passion of local farmers by creating a
harvest ale with the fruits of their labour. A defined
ale showcasing a little terroir of Georgian Bay, the
flavour encompasses earthy sweetness from roasted golden and red beetroot balanced by organic oily
wet hops.
Geoff, Northwinds Brewhouse & Eatery, Collingwood (northwindsbrewhouse.com 705.888.3550
@Northwindsbeer)
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The new RobeTowl
is the perfect 2-in-1
solution. Delivering the
same quick-drying,
ultra-soft performance of
a PackTowl, it’s the ideal
travel accessory, serving
as both robe and towel
any time you need a little
extra privacy and warmth
while drying off.
Christina, PackTowl
(available at mec.ca)

Dav Coventry Suede
Black Tall Boots
The Coventry is chic with
pants or skirts-and-tights.
Ideal for all-year wear, and
fleece lining keeps moisture
wicked away. Features belted
hardware detail, slip resistant
sole, side zipper and durable
nylon upper.
Pam and Karen, Stepping
Out Shoes at Blue
(bluemountain.ca/shopping
705.293.9300)

Vega Energy Bar

Swift Kipawa Touring Canoe

Roots Tom Thomson Hoody

Crush your personal best by giving your muscles the long-lasting whole plant-food energy
they need to endure. Formulated by Brendan
Brazier, professional Ironman triathlete and
bestselling author on performance nutrition.
Non-GMO, gluten-free, and made without
artificial flavors, colours or sweeteners.
Marieve, Vega (Vegasport.com @VegaTeam)

The perfect-sized boat for tandem lake tripping.
Excellent speed and a secure, big-boat feeling.
The Kevlar Fusion model (with Carbon-Kevlar
trim) weighs in at just 37 lbs. Ontario-made; a
100-Mile canoe.
Scott, Swift Canoe & Kayak
(swiftoutside.com/stores @swift_canoe)

Owen Sound’s Tom Thomson Art Gallery and
Roots Canada have partnered on a new Roots
clothing and accessories line inspired by the
life of painter Tom Thomson and works from the
TOM’s permanent collection.
Leanne, Tom Thomson Art Gallery, Owen
Sound (tomthomson.org @TheTomThomson)
and roots.com

luxury fashion for discerning women

NEW

LOCATION
Open 7 Days
shopdana.ca | 705.446.1496
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PHOTO: Marc Landry, February 2, 2014

#WINTERWARRIOR

Some restrictions apply. Visit bluemountain.ca/winterwarrior for complete Season Pass details.

†

BlueMountain.ca

866-367-1118

New Local Finds!
1

FREE SPIN TANK – Locally owned
One Tooth Activewear features The
Free Spin Tank from Tonic, a Canadian manufacturer from Vancouver.
Made from elevar light it’s fully
breathable and odour resistant
and provides superior feel and durability. A fabric that understands
the demands of performance...
nothing feels like it!

4

Distinctive Ecocot
luxury knit accessories
handmade in Collingwood by designer Olena
Zylak, implementing
environmentally-sound
practices. Come check
out what’s in my closet
at Julia’s walk in closet.

1. One Tooth Active Wear
705 446 2627
onetoothcollingwood.com
2. Royal Majesty Espresso Bar
705 812 3476
royalmajesty.ca

VILLAGE AT
BLUE
5

Georgian Christmas is a locally
owned and operated seasonal
gift store, offering specialty
products like this hand crafted
ornament which boasts traditional design and authentic style
making it a perfect addition to
your collection or an original gift
this season.

3. Bright’s Gallery
705 445 4999
brightsgallery.com
DISCOVERY
CENTRE
4. Julia’s walk
in closet
705 446 1400
juliaswalkincloset.com

5. Georgian Christmas
705 444 0222
georgianchristmas.ca

2
Royal Majesty Espresso Bar expertly pours
handcrafted Cappuccinos & Lattes made
with direct trade Intelligentsia espresso
beans, fresh roasted weekly.

WATER ST.
BANDSTAND

6

Bright’s Gallery is the region’s finest.

A rotating selection of eclectic frozen yogurt
flavours, every topping under the sun and
i
ACTIVITY
CENTRAL
YOU create your own delicious masterpiece.
At Menchie’s you pay by weight, not by
ORGIAN
topping, so you Gindulge
RAND GE just a little... or a
lot! Enjoy everything from fruit to decadent toppings and sauces. Fun and flavour
wrapped up into one unique experience.
Gluten, Dairy and Sugar-free options are
10
available. At Menchie’s we make you
11smile!
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6. Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt
705 446 yumm
menchies.ca
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Sunset science lesson on Spider Lake: observing a snapping turtle in its natural habitat. ALLISON KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.

SUNDOWN ON SUMMER SCHOOL
By Allison Kennedy Davies
Ah, fall – back-to-school season. A magical
time when parents hum that catchy Staples
commercial, “it’s the most wonderful time of the
year.” Like many parents, I find myself rushing
to buy the right lunch kit, to gather the right
balance of healthy snacks and second-break
treats, to make sure she’s got an outfit she’s
excited to wear on the first day. But even as I
try to rein in my carefree, suntanned girl for the
routine of the school year, I have to admit that I
feel she’s had a pretty amazing education over
the blissful summer months.

education for her. I’m drawn to the stories I see
about “un-schooling”; to the TED online talks
with well-spoken kids growing up in mountain
classrooms; to the headlines about BC communities who’ve rallied to build schools where
children arrive by magic carpet, not by bus.
This summer, my daughter’s classroom was
huge. From a campsite at Massasauga Provincial Park to French story time at the public
library to the sunflower-lined rows of an organic
farm, she was learning all the time. We spent
hours outside, hours being active, hours reading, and hours just growing as a family.

This summer, my daughter’s classroom was huge. From a campsite at
Massasauga Provincial Park to French story time at the public library to
the sunflower-lined rows of an organic farm, she was learning all the time.
Don’t get me wrong; I loved school as a kid. I
loved it enough to go back twice as an adult.
And while I know my free-spirited six-year-old
will grow to love school in her own way, I find
myself constantly imagining a different kind of
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I’m not kidding myself—I know I’m not cut
out to homeschool my daughter. I know she’d
miss the social side of school and I know the
structure is good for her as she grows up. But
I also know that much of what’s made her the

cool little person she is today has happened
off those school grounds. And those experiences – the moments and the memories – are
something I take seriously. I’m happy to see
that the things we treasure are valued in the
classroom. Monarch butterflies are hatching,
snowshoes are prepped for winter phys-ed
classes, cross-country running is an option at
lunch, and camping trips are in the works for
older students.
And with the first PD day of the school year
on the horizon, I’m busy planning a field trip
that satisfies our “family curriculum” of fun,
adventure, and learning. It’s a big world out
there with something to learn on every corner.
The way I see it, the bigger your classroom,
the better. I’m looking forward to fall hikes on
the Bruce Trail, winter expression sessions on
the Blue Mountain slopes, and spring mornings
watching the first flowers bloom. I’m looking
forward to seeing what my daughter learns at
school this year and helping her apply that
knowledge in the biggest classroom of all: the
great outdoors.

RIDE THE
MOUNTAIN

RTM
/// MULTI FUNCTIONAL
/// HIGH STABILITY
/// DIVERSITY
/// FULL / TIP ROCKER
/// MADE IN GERMANY

FULL

ROCKER

VOELKL.COM

TIP

ROCKER

Available now at Squire John’s
www.squirejohns.com

KIDS GROW SO FAST... So keep them in gear that FIts every season

When YOUR SKIIS* AND BOOTS are too small
BRING THEM back, And we’ll give you SKIIS &
BIIKES credit for 1/2 the value!**

YOU CAN SPEND YOUR STORE CREDIT ON
ANY KIDS STUFF AT SKIIS & BIIKES

If you bought goods from elsewhere, we’ll assess Its value

AND THE BEST BIT?
YOU CAN JUST KEEP DOING THIS EVERY YEAR* UNTIL YOUR KIDS STOP GROWING SO FAST!
*we limit the programme to kids products, and skis 150cm and under

Mississauga

Collingwood

Toronto

Whistler

Vancouver

1945 Dundas St E
905-896-1206
1-877-352-7547

445 First St.
705-445-9777
1-877-405-7547

896 Don Mills Rd
416-391-0654

4340 Lorimer Rd
604-905-4100

1701, W. 3rd Ave.
604-738-3715

